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Abstract

Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) are automated vehicles to carry out a specific task,
without direct human intervention. AVs are mobile robotic applications that have
generated great interest in recent years due to their capacity to perform repetitive
tasks in remote or harmful environments with extreme operating conditions. The
applications and tasks of these devices vary from the transportation of material, to the
exploration of planet's surfaces. AVs consist of selecting a vehicle originally designed
for human drive, and installing the necessary components and systems to carry out
the required tasks with autonomy. A methodology for converting a commercial vehicle
into an AV with the proposed architecture is also introduced.

To organize and control all the elements and functions of an AV it is indispensable
the design of a physical and logical structure of these elements, known as an archi-
tecture. The architecture also specifies how the elements are coordinated and how
they interact between themselves. This research introduces a control architecture for
autonomous vehicles. This architecture makes an abstraction of the functions of the ve-
hicle, with an emphasis on the vehicle's kinematic model. The architecture is modular
and is structured mainly in a hierarchical way, with some modules of reactive behavior.

One of the main elements of this vehicle's architecture, and of AVs researches in
general, is the vehicle's position estimation function. Better state estimations results
in better and more reliable performance. This research present a method to obtain a
expression for the uncertainty in the odometry position estimate of a mobile vehicle
using a covariance matrix whose form is derived from the kinematic model. We
then particularize for a non-holonomic Ackerman driving type autonomous vehicle.
However, obtaining a expression for the cross-covariance terms between the previous
position of the robot and its actual increment of position is not straight forward.
Thus, a formulation to obtain a expression for these terms is developed.

Finally, special care must be taken into account when data for multiple sensors
are fused, since it is easy to over estimate the state's precision using fusion techniques
that do not consider correlation between the sensors' measurements. For this reason,
techniques considering correlation such as probabilistic approaches or the covariance
intersect algorithm are considered in the hierarchical data fusion scheme introduced
in this thesis.

To validate the aforementioned elements, an utilitarian carrier designed to be used
in open space mining industry was automated, and trajectory following experiments
were performed and analyzed. The vehicle was able to follow a desired path within an
error of less than 1 meter using all the available sensors data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) are automated vehicles to carry out a specific task without
direct human intervention [Ollero 01, Dudek 00]. AVs have generated great interest
in recent years due to their capacity to perform repetitive tasks in remote or harmful
environments with extreme operating conditions [Gutiérrez 04]. The applications and
tasks of these devices vary from the transportation of material [Rodríguez 98], to the
exploration of planet's surfaces. This thesis treats the development of autonomous
robotic vehicles from utilitarian and commercial vehicles. Once the vehicle is auto-
mated, we emphasize the calculation of the vehicle's state during the execution of its
tasks.

1.1 Overview

One of the principal functions of an AV is the conveyance of persons, merchandise and
the vehicle itself from one place to another. A representation of this action is shown in
Figure 1.1. In the figure, a vehicle and its environment (surroundings of the vehicle)1

are mapped into a two dimensional XY plañe. The vehicle travels a path through the
environment from a "Start" to a "Goal" positions. A unique pose (position x, y and
orientation angle 9) locates the vehicle in the environment. A trajectory is a collection
of (x, y, 6) points or positions, so the path the vehicle describes (dotted curved line)
is its performed trajectory. The environment could have some obstacles, which are
objects that limit the places where the AV could go to. Control of velocity v and
steering angle 4> a r e needed to perform any path or trajectory. Despite the simplicity
of the diagram of Figure 1.1, it has the essential components of transportation, and it
is going to be used through this work.

Mobile robot applications were initially developed for indoor environments, in
which the robots commonly navigated through fíat surfaces and known conditions.

JThe type of environments considered in this research consist primarily on flat surface áreas where
a vehicle is able to travel.
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Goal

'bstacles

Start

Figure 1.1: Basic representation of transportation: a vehicle travels from start to end
points describing a trajectory (dotted line). Possible obstacles (black elements) in its
trajectory are also represented.

However, when the robot is going to work in a real outdoor environment the com-
plexity of the environmental conditions increases and several considerations have to
be taken into account, such as the type of surface, the robot suspensión, the type
of wheels, etc. [Gutiérrez 04]. Therefore, in order to design and build the robot, an
extensive knowledge on mechanical design is required to deal with these considerations.
Furthermore, the development is quite long since a lot of tests to the mobile robot are
needed.

Autonomous Vehicles are an option to develop outdoor mobile robot applications.
A difference between an AV and a mobile robot is made in this work; the latter is
designed from scratch, developing the design and implementation, as well as all the
needed components to navigate in an autonomous way [Gat 94], while the former
consist of selecting a vehicle originally designed for human drive, and installing the
necessary components and systems to carry out the required tasks with autonomy,
such as mining vehicles [Stentz 99, Gutiérrez 04, Cannon 99, Nebot 99, Scheding 97].
So all the mechanical and locomotion knowledge and expertise of the vehicle's builder
remanís [Iaconis 97].

To perform the conversión of a standard vehicle into an autonomous one, first we
need to understand how this vehicle works. A basic model is shown in Figure 1.2,
which describes the main vehicle components and the direct intervention of the driver
on some of these components in order to control the displacement of the vehicle while
driving.



1.1. Overview

In the driving process, driver's information is provided mainly by visión. Visual
sensory system allows the driver to detect the vehicle's course, obstacles, road signs,
signáis, markings and so forth, to obtain information about the vehicle position and
orientation, and to receive feedback from actions such as braking, acceleration and
steering. This information helps the driver to make decisions about the vehicle's
trajectory (selection of speed and path within the environment) manipulating the
braking, velocity and steering system. The direct manipulation of these systems is
done by the driver's hands and feet.

Figure 1.2: Vehicle model with a human driver, which receives information from the
environment (dotted line) and controls the velocity, steering and braking system of the
vehicle (bold arrowed Unes).

When an AV is used to solve the transportation function shown in Figure 1.1, the
vehicle has to be enhanced with autonomous capabilities. To achieve this, several
elements must be added to the vehicle such as actuators and sensors, as shown in
Figure 1.3. Note that, as we can see in the figure, the core of the original vehicle
model (without the driver) remains intact.

Most of these functions could be easily matched to the human driver in the control
of the vehicle: the actuators replace the driver's hands and feet, the environment
perception through different sensors replace the driver's eyes and ears, while the
task planner replace the driver's decisions. Other functions of the autonomous
vehicle do not have a visible equivalent part in the vehicle model. The internal and
environment perception sensors, and the control system are some examples, since they
are transláted into the driver's global perception.

The functions that match the driver's processing of information are state estimation
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Task"

Autonomous
Vehicle

Task
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^ N Control System

Velocity
Control

Steering
Control

Path
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State
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Feature
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Interna! Sensing

Environmental
Perception

Figure 1.3: Functional Autonomous Vehicle model: The information flow between
elements is shown, the bold lines represent commands, the dotted lines represent sensed
data; each information line requires a proper interface.

and feature extraction. State estimation produce information about the position and
bearing angle of the vehicle, among others. Feature extraction detects and classifies
objects like obstacles, signs, signáis, etc.

The new elements required to automate the vehicle to acquire autonomy are:

Task planner: Receives a specific task and processes it to find a plan to perform it.
The task is transformed into a set of plausible specific actions. Specifically, for
an AV, usually the main task to plan is the trajectory, or set of positions the
vehicle needs to achieve to travel from an initial to a final state.

Trajectory following and obstacle avoidance: This module verifies that the AV
performs its trajectory in a proper way. It may be necessary an obstacle avoidance
function, which could take evasive actions in the presence of obstacles.

State estimation: As mentioned before, this important module processes and fuses
all the sensed information to obtain an estimation of the vehicle's variables (pose,
velocity, temperature, etc.), and the position of other objects around it by means
of sensors data.
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Feature extraction: Detects in the environment elements which are classified as ob-
stacles. Other activities of this module could be recognition and following of
different kinds of obstacles such as people, cars, trame signs, etc.

Actuators: Devices capable of actuating (to put into motion or action) some of the ve-
hicle systems (movement, steering, braking, etc.) and other implemented devices
of the AV for specific purposes.

Proprioceptive or internal sensors: Components that sense internal characteris-
tics of the vehicle, for example: movement of the vehicle, steering angle, internal
temperature, etc. These data feedbacks the control system through a proper
interface.

Exteroceptive or environment sensors: This element send information concern-
ing the vehicle's environment configuration to the control system. Lasers, on-
board cameras, bumping sensors, external cameras and GPS, among others, are
commonly used to this purpose.

To organize and control all the aforementioned elements and functions is a difficult
task. A design of a physical and logical structure of these elements, known as
architecture is necessary to solve this challenge. The architecture also specifies how
the elements are coordinated and how they interact between themselves.

Several factors impact in the design of a control architecture, such as task speci-
fications, time and control requirements, available resources, etc. Various examples
of different architectures are mentioned in [Ollero 01, Ingrand 01]. A way to a
systematical conversión of an utilitarian vehicle into an autonomous one is required.
The conversión must consider the before mentioned factors and the model elements.

From the elements mentioned before, the state estimation is particular ly interesting
to this research, specifically pose estimation. A common and basic pose estimation
technique is dead reckoning or odometry [Martinelli 01], which relies only in internal
sensors to calcúlate the vehicle's pose. However, the computation of the vehicle's pose
is not error free, there is always an associated uncertainty to this estimate. Dead
reckoning is very sensitive to error, since the estimate uncertainty grows as the vehicle
moves to such degree that, after a relatively small period of time, it is no longer safe
for the vehicle to perform a task, mainly because it does not know where it is. Big
pose estimation errors result in poor performances of the AV, and probable collisions.

Usually, the uncertainty of the pose of a vehicle is represented with a covariance
matrix, which describes the uncertainty of the variables of interest. The size of the
matrix depends on the number of variables to calcúlate, more variables means a larger
size of covariance matrix. This covariance matrix is usually obtained empirically,
without a strict mathematical uncertainty model of the variables involved.
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An adequate technique to reduce pose uncertainty is to use redundant data
combining two or more data sources, specifically using perception sensors together
with internal sensors. The way in which the data of múltiple sources are processed
to obtain a better estimation is called Data Fusión. Covariance matrixes are used
in data fusión methods, therefore, more precise covariance matrixes result in more
precise pose estimates.

One common fusión technique is the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). EKF is a
recursive linear estimator for systems described with non linear processes. However,
researchers using EKF often do some assumptions that not always hold, such as no
cross-correlation between variables.

Researches usually fuse two or three data sources [Aono 98, Aono 96, Bell 98,
Wada 00]. When more than three sensor sources [Abuhadrous 03] are fused, special
attention with the cross-correlation between variables is required.

1.2 Objectives

This thesis deals with the automation of commercial vehicles, from the design and
implementation of the different components to brand autonomy to the vehicle, to the
successful execution of the vehicle's task. Specifically, this work addresses the following
challenges:

1. Since a vehicle's automation could be a long and elaborated process, a method-
ology for the implementation of an AV is required.

2. Due to the different requirements an AV needs to perform its tasks properly and
in real time, a control architecture is needed.

3. Because of the estimation process in an AV is an essential part in the navigation
process, to find methods to reduce the uncertainty of an AV is highly desired.

4. Because of the different sensors an AV could have, a fusión technique involving
several sensors to reduce the AV uncertainty is required.

To help and validate all the aforementioned issues, an utilitarian heavy-duty,
battery-powered personnel and burden carrier, designed to be used in mining industry,
was automated. The vehicle is the Super Truck model of Johnson Industries Inc.,
which has a DC electric motor of 5 hp.
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1.3 Thesis Scope

Since an AV is a commercial vehicle with implemented systems and components that
grant it a level of autonomy, this thesis proposes a methodology of automation which
receives as input a configuration of elements, and provides as output a prototype
of autonomous vehicles. The methodology consists of the following steps, shown
in Figure 1.4: Analysis, characterization, design, simulation, implementation and
laboratory and field tests, the first two steps consist on studying the vehicle and
its available elements, the next three phases refer to the design, with the aid of
CAD and simulation applications, and the implementation of the elements. Finally,
improvement cycles and evaluation tests are performed in the field, in the laboratory
or in simulation, in order to obtain the AV prototype. All of these steps will be
thoroughly explained in the following chapters.

Configuration

input

Analysis

Characterization

1
Design

1
Simulation

1
Tests and Validations

1
Implementation

Modifications

Refinements and
Corrections

Modifications

Lab Tests and Validations Refinements and
Correction

Field Tests and Validations

output

Prototype

Figure 1.4: Used methodology

Besides the methodology, an architecture for an autonomous vehicle is described,
so the AV could carry out different tasks, placing special emphasis on the vehicle's
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ability to follow any possible trajectory as the vehicle's physical constraints allow.
The architecture, shown in Figure 1.5, contemplates the necessary components for a
successful task execution.
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Figure 1.5: Main elements of the control architecture

The basic elements of the architecture are shown in Figure 1.5, the architecture
divides, in modules or elements, the main functions or subtasks to execute the
main task. These elements are structured in a hierarchical way. An AV needs a
velocity control and a steering control elements to perform a given trajectory. In this
architecture a higher-level planner develops the trajectory to follow, considering a
virtual environment model and the kinematic model of the vehicle. The trajectory,
consisting of a set of specific control points, is sent from the trajectory planning module
to the trajectory control module. The trajectory control sends the control points in
a sequential way to the point to point control element that manipulates the steering
angle to fulfill this task. In this research the vehicle's velocity set point is constant.

Since feedback is needed in order to control the movement of the vehicle, a state
estimation module, using the kinematic model of the vehicle, gets information from
the steering and velocity modules to obtain an estimation of the vehicle position and
orientation (x,y,9). This estimation is enhanced using information from the sensor
processing module, which collects and processes the information obtained from the
rest of the vehicle's sensors. A reactive response to unexpected events in the form of
an obstacle avoidance element is considered in the architecture. This element overrides
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the commands to the velocity and steering control elements, in case of the trajectory is
fully or partially blocked. This module senses unexpected obstacle using visión, láser
sensors, bumpers or sonars, and takes simple decisions based on these measurements
and the vehicle's pose. If major changes to the original trajectory are required, such
as a total or partial replanning, the dynamic trajectory planning is used.

Also, due to the importance that the state estimation element, mentioned in
Section 1.1, has in the overall performance of an autonomous vehicle, an error model
is presented in this work, as well as an approach to fuse several sensors. The error
model seeks to obtain a more precise form of the pose uncertainty of the vehicle.
It relies in the kinematic analysis of the vehicle, in which different pose estimation
equation models were proposed an compared, selecting one of them. Complementing
the error model, a novel covariance computation is developed. This method seeks
to obtain better results than traditional propagation errors techniques, such the
Jacobian method, based on the first order linearization of the system. The presented
technique uses the covariance formula to obtain its expressions avoiding as possible,
the linearization of the system that Jacobian does.

Finally, a hierarchical fusión technique is presented, in which the formulation for
the odometry error model previously mentioned and correlation between sensors will
be considered in the fusión method. In order to combine the means and covariances
of two variables different algorithms could be used such as the covariance intersection
algorithm and a probabilistic approach developed by [Pozo-Ruz 00].

1.4 Contributions

The main contributions of this research are:

1. A methodology to automate a vehicle, based on the use and adaptation of con-
ventional vehicles produced during decades of engineering, seeking to obtain a
more systematic way to automate vehicles.

2. Definition of a modular and hierarchical control architecture to control an Au-
tonomous Vehicle. This architecture relies highly in the analysis of the kinematic
module of the vehicle.

3. A strategy to automate a vehicle according to the main elements and variables
of the vehicle's kinematic model.

4. The development of a covariance growth technique, which obtains better per-
formance than traditional methods. The technique seeks to compute the state
covariance without using the first-order linear approximations that uses tradi-
tional filters, such as the extended Kalman filter.
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5. Formulation of a technique to fuse several and different data sensors, considering
correlation between the variables.

1.5 Thesis Structure

The remainder of this thesis is divided in seven chapters and seven appendices, which
are briefly outlined below as an aid to the reader.

Chapter 2 contains the state of the art on the objective issues. Relevant works
about control architectures are summarized. More concretely, three types of archi-
tectures are reviewed: hierarchical architectures, behavior architectures and hybrid
architectures. Besides this, previous architectures carried out by former students of
the Tecnológico de Monterrey will be shown. Finally, literature about pose estimation
and data fusión is described.

Chapter 3 presents the methodology of the transformation of an utilitarian vehicle
into an AV. The architecture developed in this investigation is described. Proper
explanation of the different elements of the architecture is presented.

Chapter 4 hands in an analysis of different kinematic models and develops an error
estimation model which seeks to obtain better uncertainty valúes regarding the pose
estimation formulae. Thus, the covariance calculation model is presented.

Chapter 5 first explains known fusión methods as the extended Kalman Filter
and the unscented Kalman Filter, explaining how these methods do the prediction,
covariance growth and the updating process. Comparisons between EKF and UKF
versus the error model shown in Chapter 4 are obtained. In addition, another fusión
method that uses a probabilistic approach is presented. The method fuses two different
sources and considers correlation and auto correlation in its calculations. This method
is modified and used in this work. Finally, the fusión scheme proposed and used in
this work is presented.

Chapter 6 shows the experiments done in this research, describing the different
phases of the automation process of an utilitarian vehicle, including its main modifi-
cations. Pose estimation and data fusión experiments are also shown and analyzed.

Finally, Chapter 7, the last one, shows the conclusions of this work, as well as
presents future work on the área.

Complementary, appendices are provided in order to help this thesis being self
contained: Appendix A presents an initial deduction of the formulae used in the error
model. Appendix B shows the deduction to obtain the expected valué of trigonometric
functions of Gaussian random variables, being used in the error and covariance
growth model. Appendix C describes the traditional method of covariance growth
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using Jacobian. Appendix D shows a representation of the covariance used in the
error model. Appendix E describes the puré pursuit algorithm, which is a trajectory
following technique. Appendix F shows some deductions of the formulation used
in [Pozo-Ruz 00]. And, finally, Appendix G deals with the calibration of compass'
orientation in the presence of iron perturbations.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

In this chapter, relevant and recent works about control architectures for mobile robots
and autonomous vehicles are described. Three types of architectures are mentioned in
the literature: hierarchical, behavior and hybrid architectures. Comparisons between
them are presented. Architectures carried out by students of the Tecnológico de
Monterrey will also be shown. One of the main elements of the vehicle's architecture
is the vehicle's pose estimation function; recent researches about pose estimation and
data fusión are also described. Besides that, methodologies for autonomous vehicle
configuration and automation are shown in this Chapter.

2.1 Control Architectures

In recent years a wide number of mobile robotics applications have been developed
successfully, from planet exploration, to autonomous museum tour guides, agriculture,
etc. [Coste-Maniere 00]. The growing complexity of these robotic applications is a
common characteristic. To manage this complexity, a system needs "frameworks
and tools that embody well-defined concepts to enable that effective realization
of systems to meet high level goals" [Coste-Maniere 00], these frameworks are
conventionally called architectures. Since mobile robots and autonomous vehicles
are also complex systems, several different control architectures were suggested
[Brooks 86, Simmons 92, Albus 91, Stewart 95]. Depending on how they are struc-
tured, we find three main groups of control architectures: the hierarchical, behavior
and hybrid architectures, which include mixed characteristics from the previous
groups [Coste-Maniere 00, de Medeiros 97]. Hierarchical architectures decompose the
problem in subproblems and organize them in a top-down structure, behavior ones
divide the system into a collection of simple conducts or behaviors, and finally the
hybrid architectures combine both strategies.

13
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2.1.1 Hierarchical Architectures
Hierarchical architectures contain different levéis of abstraction. Higher levéis mean
greater data abstraction, and longer reaction an cycle times, since the planning is
heavier in these levéis. The task of hierarchical architectures are separated in subtasks
with lower abstraction level, this separation is progressive until very simple tasks are
selected. These architectures opérate in a top-down way, in which all the sensing data
is commonly gathered into one global model.

A hierarchical architecture is described by [Albus 89, Albus 91] . In Figure 2.1 the
control system architecture is a three-legged hierarchy of computing modules, serviced
by a Communications system and a common memory.

Figure 2.1: Hierarchical control systems for intelligent vehicles [Albus 88]. The archi-
tecture is a three-legged hierarchy of computing modules (task decomposition, world
modeling and sensory processing), serviced by a communication system and a common
memory.

The advantages of these type of architectures is that the planning on higher levéis
help the vehicle to avoid local optimum situations, and that the different levéis of data
abstraction is interesting due to its manageability.

There are two main disadvantages in hierarchical systems: the first one is a long
turnaround time of the information since it is retrieved until a response is produced,
impacting the reactivity of the system; specially on robots with many sensors
[Coste-Maniere 00]. The second one is the communication interface of hierarchical
architectures, which is not very flexible at the moment of adding new components.
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2.1.2 Behavior Architectures
Behavior architectures are also called reactive, because they use relatively little or no
variables to model the environment. Behavior systems use the sensors inputs to react
to environment changes.

These architectures decompose complex tasks into sets of simple behaviors, which
are organized in levéis. Each level has a goal, higher layers means more abstract goals.
All the levéis receive the same input information and genérate different outputs. Each
level's decisión takes into account lower levéis decisions, absorbing them or overruling
them.

The most notable works in behavior control architectures were performed by
Brooks [Brooks 91c, Brooks 91b, Brooks 91a] mainly with its subsumption architec-
ture [Brooks 86], represented in Figure 2.2.

Sensors

level 3

level 2

level 1

lévelo
Actuators

•

Figure 2.2: Subsumption architecture [Brooks 86]; different hierarchy levéis are shown,
a higher level could inhibit the output of a lower level.

For example, Figure 2.2 level 0 behavior is "avoid an object", level 1 is "wander
around", level 2 is "explore the world", level 3 is "créate a map". All the levéis have
access to the same data and suggest outputs, however, each level can overrule lower
level outputs. Thus, lower levéis are more reactive and than higher levéis, which, in
turn, suggest actions to achieve the final goal.

The subsumption architecture had great success since it enabled relatively low cost
robots to perform dimcult tasks with lower computational load and less development
infrastructure than other systems. These characteristics popularized this kind of
architectures [Badreddin 91, Lewis 93].

This focus, nevertheless, has some problems:

Adding new components or behaviors is not very flexible, since it should take
into account the inputs and outputs of lower levéis.
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Figure 2.3: LAAS architecture [Ingrand 01]. The architecture is divided in three levéis:
decisión, execution and functional level, which controls all the devices the robot or AV
has. Proper interface between the functional level and the devices is required.

• The behaviors need to cover all the planning capacity of the task, impacting its
programmability.

• The lack of abstract representation makes it difncult to deal with complex posi-
tions.

• When the systems levéis or behaviors increase, the interaction between levéis
also grows, making the output confusing and impacting the predictability of the
outcome.

2.2 Hybrid Architectures
Hybrid architectures are combinations of hierarchical and behavior architectures.
Some examples are [Arkin 91], with the AuRA architecture (Autonomous Robotic
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Architecture) and Payton [Payton 86]. Various authors [Hasemann 95, Thorpe 96]
agree to the fact that better results can be obtained with hybrid architectures, taking
the best of each one of the two approaches. Two examples are: LA AS [Ingrand 01]
and 4D/CRS [Huang 03].

2.2.1 LA AS Architecture
LAAS architecture [Ingrand 01] has three hierarchical levéis as shown in Figure 2.3,
having different temporary restrictions and manipulating different representations of
data. The first level is the functional one, where all the vehicle's basic actions and
perceptions are encapsulated. The second is the execution control or executive level,
where the coordination and distribution of the functions are controlled depending
on the current task. Finally, there is the decisión level, which has planning and
supervising capabilities, it also has reactive behaviour such as trajectories replanning.
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Figure 2.4: 4-D/RCS architecture node [Albus 02]

2.2.2 4D/RCS Architecture

The 4D/RCS [Albus 02, Huang 03] architecture consists of a hierarchy of organiza-
tional units where each unit has a supervisor agent and an assembly of subordinate
agents that supervise the units in the following lower level. Each node contains
processes of behavior generation (BG), world modeling (WM), sensor processing (SP),
a valué judgement (VJ), and a knowledge datábase (KD). A typical node is illustrated
in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.5 describes the interaction between processes SP, WM,VJ, KD and BG,
as well as the data communication for the first five levéis of the architecture: servo,
primitive, subsystem, vehicle and section levéis. Every level has all the required
elements of a scaled architecture, however, the abstraction of the data of each level
is different, as you can see in Figure 2.5 in the sensory processing of each sections
(groups, objects, surfaces, dots and pixels). Higher levéis use more abstract data and
deal with more abstract tasks like group planning. Response is inversely proportional
to the layer level. Lower level have little latency and fast response while higher layer
have greater latency and slower response.

2.2.3 Architectures in the CIS

In the Center of Intelligent Systems (CIS) work regarding Autonomous Vehicles and
control architecture is not recent. Two remote control vehicles have been instrumented
and automated [Palacios Garza 00, Vázquez Diosdado 02, Hernández Camacho 02],
whose ñames are "Paquito" and "Mayito". Both vehicles execute path following
tasks. "Paquito" included a reflex responding system, allowing to change the vehicle's
direction in the presence of obstacles. "Mayito" received pose feedback from an
external camera. The functional diagram of the architecture of "Paquito" is shown
in Figure 2.6. The architecture proposed in this research is a continuation of these
works. A extensive explanation of the architecture will be shown in Chapter 3 of this
thesis. Their architecture allow path following tasks with obstacle avoidance module.
The path is represented as a series of points or positions where the vehicle has to pass
through. The path following element sends one position to the point control module,
which manipulates the vehicle's steering angle in order to achieve the point position.
Point control doesn't actúate over velocity control since constant velocity is imposed
over all the trajectory.

One of the main advantages of this architecture is its simplicity; however, in spite
of that, the architecture has all the needed components to achieve path following
tasks. In order to perform more complex tasks, the architecture only requires to
add modules which perform the required function, such as an environment features
extraction module.

Due that either hierarchical and behaviour architectures have intrinsic problems,
we think that a hybrid type of architecture, such as LAAS or 4D/RCS, is best suited
for an Autonomous Vehicle, branding modularity and reactivity at the same time.
Besides, although the ITESM architecture has given very successful results, it is
required to scale and generalize this architecture in order to be able to perform a
wider spectrum of tasks and applications.
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User

Figure 2.6: Original architecture used in ITESM, in which a computer gives the AV a
path to follow.

2.2.4 Automation Process
One of the options to brand a vehicle autonomy is to automate an existing manual
vehicle [Durrant-Whyte 01]. However most of the researches usually relies on the
knowledge and experience of the involving team. Using a methodology that guides
the principal steps to be done helps the automation process in terms of time and
efficiency.

Few works in the literature give little importance to the integration process and
implementation of the system, most of these works doesn't justify the selections they
make. One of these few examples is shown in figure 2.7 [Dittrich 02] shows the system
integration process to automate a remote control chopper. In this work, there are two
improvement cycles (one of hardware and another of software).

Regarding this issue [Gutiérrez 04], developed a systematic framework for synthesiz-
ing AV configurations through an analytical and geometric approach. The framework
used a geometric analysis to derive robotic systems configurations, and to define
analytically a basic configuration to perform a given task into a particular environment.
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Figure 2.7: Design and integration process used in the instrumentation of a chopper.
[Dittrich 02]

2.3 Pose Estimation and Data Fusión

When a mobile robot or autonomous vehicle is controlled, information from different
sources is combined. Estimation is the process of inferring the valué of a quantity of
interest from indirect, inaccurate and uncertain observations [Bar-Shalom 01]. Better
estimations of the AV's pose lead to better overall performances.

The terms "error" and "uncertainty" are commonly used in pose estimation. Error
is a discrepancy between a computed, observed, or measured valué and the true,
specified, or theoretically correct valué. Uncertainty is a parameter, associated with
the result of a measurement, that characterizes the dispersión of the valúes that could
reasonably be attributed to the measurement [Martinelli 01, Wang 88, Chong 97].

It is necessary for a robot, in order to correctly perform the assigned task, to
calcúlate its pose in the environment. Whichever the sensory system used, the
computation of the robot's pose estimate will never be error free: there is always an
associated uncertainty to this estimate. Therefore, localization involves two problems:
computing a pose estimate and its associated uncertainty. To represent the error
and uncertainty of AV an error model is included. The uncertainty of the vehicle is
commonly expressed in the form of a covariance matrix.

A common and basic pose estimation technique is dead reckoning or odometry,
consisting into estimating the change of pose of a vehicle from the rotation of the
wheels. Unfortunately, the pose uncertainty of the robot grows as it moves to such
degree that, after a relatively small period of time, it is no longer safe for the robot to
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perform a task, mainly, because it does not know where it is. High pose estimation
errors lead to poor performances, and probable collisions. To avoid this error growth
the use of redundant sensors is recommended. These sensors could provide information
about the vehicle's pose in an incremental or an absolute way. Unlike incremental
sensors, which updates the variables state incrementally, the variables measured with
absolute sensors give an absolute valué.

To reduce the uncertainty of the pose of the vehicle data fusión is used
[Harmon 86, Luo 87]. Data fusión are the means and tools for combining data from
different sources seeking to obtain "greater quality" information [Wald 99], in this
case, "greater quality" means a reduction of the uncertainty of the pose estimation of
the vehicle.

Recent and relevant works about error modeling and data fusión will be presented
in the next subsections.

2.3.1 Error Modeling
Vehicles' odometric systems errors can be classified as systematic and non-systematic
[Borenstein 98]. Systematic errors are functions of the system: wheel diameter
difference of the vehicle, inaccurate wheel base length, and so on, are the sources.
Non-systematic errors are independent from the robot, and they are caused by wheel
slippage, imperfect floor surface, and so forth.

Systematic errors must be eliminated to reduce the complexity of the error model,
in order to do this, several techniques have been proposed: in the work by Borenstein
and Feng [Borenstein 94], a calibration technique called UMBmark test has been
developed to calíbrate the system. Obtaining systematic and non systematic errors.

[Doh 05] propose a new method which can estimate the covariance matrix from em-
pirical data. It is based on the PC-method, which relies on the idea that a sensor-based
navigation through the Generalized Voronoi Graph of the navigation space (GVG in
short) bounds the absolute error but odometry does not. Recall that the GVG is a set
of points composing a graph whose edges and nodes are equidistant to two or more ob-
jects. Thus if a robot navigates the GVG twice, once forward and then backward, two
different odometry paths are generated, but along the same path on the GVG in the
real world. With these two paths the parameters that reduce the error between those
paths are found. Once the systematic errors have been eliminated, the propagation
of the odometry uncertainty is calculated by incrementally updating the covariance
matrix in small time steps, using a linear approximation of the vehicle's model to do so.

However, there are other works that take different approaches to deal with the
uncertainty. Kleeman sums the noise theoretically over the entire path length to
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produce simple closed form expressions, allowing efficient covariance matrix updating
after the completion of path segments [Chong 97], however, this research works only
with straight lines or circular trajectories, not for any trajectory.

[Martinelli 02] derived general formulae for the covariance matrix. In these formu-
las, applicable to any path, the trajectory of the robot motion appeared as a function
of the curve length. In these formulas, there were four parameters (ER, ET, KQ, KP)
which depended on the robot and on the environment where the robot moved . Two
parameters (Ko, Kp) characterized the two non systematic components (translational
and rotational). The other two parameters (ER,ET) characterized the translational
and rotational systematic components.

We think it is possible to particularize the equations of [Martinelli 02] without loss
of generality, considering the errors of the sensors that actually measures the vehicle
motion, obtaining a better uncertainty estimations. Whatever improvement regard-
ing the improvement of the pose uncertainty of an Autonomous Vehicle is quite positive.

2.3.2 Data Fusión

Sensor fusión in mobile robots is usually categorized as low level and high level
[Kam 97]. Low level fusión refers to direct integration of sensory data, obtaining
parameter and state estimates, which are used in the motion execution of the
robot. The low level fusión techniques are divided in centralized architectures
[Cox 91, Crowley 89, Maeyama 95], in which an only processor does all the data fusión
of the robot, and decentralized architectures, in which the fusión is done through
interconnected local estimators [Rao 93]. In low level fusión with known statistics the
most common tool used is the Kalman Filter. Both of the techniques mentioned before
use well defined uncertainty models, unlike the techniques with unknown statistics
[Janet 95].

High level fusión refers to indirect and more abstract integration of sensory data,
such as finding, locating, and matching features or obstacles in the environment, the
fusión of different behaviours and decisions is also considered in high level fusión.

Other authors [Nicosevici 04] divide the sensor fusion-based navigation systems
in four áreas: filtering and estimation, mapping-oriented, behaviour, and machine
learning. Filtering and estimation is limited to the estimation of the vehicle pose
[McGinnity 97, Kobayashi 98] (as in the low level fusión above mentioned). Mapping
oriented techniques fuses the sensory information projecting the features extracted
from the measurements into a common state-space or map, one example is the Simul-
taneous Localization And Map building (SLAM)[Neira 96, Majumder 00]. Behaviour
techniques consist of individual modules which control individual behaviour of the
system. The behaviour is determined by the fusión of the sensors related to that
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behaviour [Brooks 86]. The global behaviour is determined by fusing the individual
behaviours. Finally machine learning techniques use neural networks [Bailey 91] and
support vector machines [Vapnik 95] to construct the rules for data association and
fusión.

There are several autonomous vehicles approaches that fuse different data sources,
like cameras [Foresti 02], Global Positioning System (GPS) and Inertial Navigation
Systems (INS) [Wada 00, Moafipoor 04], dead reckoning with GPS [Aono 96], and
Magnetometer, GPS and INS [Yunchun 03] as shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Complementary filter for a magnetometer, differential GPS - aided INS.
Hl, H2 and H3 are nonlinear operations [Yunchun 03].

The fusión schemes used in GPS-INS works could be divided into: tightly coupled
and loosely coupled systems. The loosely coupled schemes uses cascade schemes. The
cascaded integration between GPS derived position and velocity as measurements of
the navigation filter. In the tight scheme, the receiver raw data (pseudo-range) are
used as measurement in the navigation systems. Tightly coupled schemes are more
complex than loosely coupled ones, but offers better results.

One of the problems of working with several sensors, is the unknown correlation
between sensors, since Kalman Filtering commonly supposes independent errors from
the information sources, leading to a divergence of the filter [Julier 97]. To deal
with this problem of correlation, the covariance intersection algorithm may be used.
This algorithm obtains consistent estimates for any degree of correlation between
two sources, its formulation includes a variable which is manipulated to obtain an
optimized solution. The covariance intersection algorithm provides an estimate and a
covariance matrix whose covariance endoses the intersection región of the two involved
sensors. So, when fusing several sensors, one key aspect is to not overestimate the
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state uncertainty, which the covariance intersection algorithm does.

When several sensors are used, different techniques such as belief theory and
Dempster-Shafer rules [Gruyer 00], or interactive múltiple model [Amditis 02] can be
used, but these works are normally applied to target matching and data association,
not only pose estimation, in order to obtain a better understanding of the vehicle's
surrounding environment.
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has its own estimation data algorithms, contrary to the tightly coupled schemes, in
which one module receives the sensors raw data and processes it.
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Chapter 3

Control Architecture and
Automation Methodology

A purpose of this research is to transform an utilitarian vehicle into an autonomous
one. A modular architecture was developed to fulfill the vehicle's assigned tasks. The
modules or elements represent required functions to grant the vehicle autonomous
behavior. The architecture's structure, as well as its elements are described in this
chapter.

Besides this, the transformation methodology that guides the different phases of
the automation process is also described. The methodology automates the vehicle
according to the architecture's modules.

3.1 Architecture

The goal of an AV is to perform assigned tasks with a certain degree of autonomy.
Specifically, the vehicle automated on this research performs navigation tasks.

The main goal of this architecture, which was presented and outlined in Chapter 1
and is shown in Figure 3.1, is to reduce the complexity of the autonomous navigation
problem by splitting and distributing the required functionalities. An instantiation
of the control architecture is shown in Figure 3.2. In the following subsections a
insightful description of the most important architecture elements is presented.

3.1.1 TVajectory Planning

This module obtains a trajectory according to a given environment model and the
kinematic model of the vehicle. In a discrete way, a path is composed by a set of
points on the plañe. A higher-level planner develops the trajectory to follow. Previous
works at "Instituto Tecnológico de Monterrey" CIS (Center of Intelligent Systems) had
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Figure 3.1: Control Architecture, the basic elements for a successful navigation are
addressed, from trajectory planning to velocity and steering control. Squares represent
functionalities of the architecture while ellipses represent required models.

been developed path following applications that considers non holonomic constraints
[Latombe 91], in order to obtain feasible trajectories for the vehicle. Other algorithms
used in these applications to obtain smoother trajectories and validate them are
C-Splines and Dubin [Ponce Tavizón 02, Hernández Camacho 02, Reeds 90]. It is
worth to mention that in the current state of the architecture, this process is done
offline, and it considers static obstacles previously drawn in the application.

3.1.2 Trajectory Control

This module administers the list of control points to reach. When the vehicle reach
a control point, the control trajectory sends the next control point to the point to
point control element. When there is no control points left, the vehicle stops. When
the vehicle follows a trajectory this module sends to the velocity control element a set
point of velocity o "crossiere" velocity, previously defined.

3.1.3 Point to Point Control

As previously mentioned, a trajectory is a set of defined points. As the trajectory
following method depends on the sample rate, a continuous trajectory is required.
Henee, the trajectory is considered supported by a set of straight lines from consecutive
points of the original defined path.
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Figure 3.2: Instantiated architecture

In this research we will use the puré pursuit algorithm [Ollero 95] to deal with the
trajectory following problem. This technique is explained in Appendix F. Previous
ITESM works [Palacios Garza 00, Hernández Camacho 02] used a traditional PID
(proportional, integrative,derivative) controller, in which the closed loop error was
calculated with the diíference of the vehicle orientation 6 and the angle of the line
from the currently vehicle x, y position and the position of the currently control
point linev-cp. However, since the angle of linev-cp is defined by its distance, the
controller corrects poorly or very little when the distance of linev-cp is large, and
causes overshoot behaviour when such distance is short and the vehicle is not very
well aligned with
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3.1.4 State Estimation
The state estimation process is the one that abstracts all the sensors' information
into the mapping representation of the environment, helping to obtain a bet-
ter estimation of the vehicle's pose, as well as other variables of interest such as
bearing angle, acceleration, etc. A better estimation means less estimation uncertainty.

In Chapter 4 a method is presented that seeks to obtain a better pose uncertainty
estimation of a vehicle equipped with dead reckoning sensors through a more accurate
computation of the covariance matrix. Specifically, we develop the required formula-
tion to obtain a more precise form expression for the estimation uncertainty and its
propagation.

In Chapter 5 several data fusión techniques, such as the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) and the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) are presented and analyzed,
with special focus on the uncertainty propagation. Proper comparisons of these
methods with the described in Chapter 4 are done. Besides this, other subjects are
considered in order to diminish the uncertainty of the vehicle, such as autocorrela-
tion of the measurements involved in the estimation, and fusión of four or more sensors.

3.1.5 Vehicle's Kinematic Model
The kinematic model equations are the base of the pose estimation process, since
the model translates odometric measurements into position and orientation changes.
Accuracy and simplicity are two of the desired features for a vehicle model; however,
there could be a trade off between these two features. In Chapter 4 several kinematic
models will be discussed.

3.1.6 Obstacle Avoidance
Trajectory planning, before the execution, does not consider the sudden apparition of
dynamic objects obstructing the trajectory following process. Alternative routes must
be performed in these cases. In [Hernández Camacho 02] a perception-action model is
used, that selects an action through a set of inference rules. These rules are enabled
until the obstacle is no longer a threat and the vehicle can resume the trajectory
tracking. This problem is beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.1.7 Velocity Control
The element consist of an actuator and a plant as seen in Figure 3.3. The velocity plant
for commercial vehicles consists of a motor and mechanisms that grants the vehicle
velocity. In the case of the mining utilitarian vehicle used in this research, the plant of
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the vehicle control module is a 5 HP direct current motor which is connected by gears to
the rear axes of the vehicle. A minimal system with a micro controller is the controller
of the plant. Traditional PID controllers were implemented and tuned to manipúlate
the plant and obtain a desired velocity. Actuators, sensors and interfaces were devel-
oped and included to the vehicle in order to give full functionality to the control system.

In [Palacios Garza 00], a deep analysis of vehicles impulsed by electric motors,
obtaining the derivation of the control equations for this type of motors. Since the
vehicle to automate is electric, this analysis helps to find the control equations.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the model to obtain the equations. On his research, the
obtained velocity controller system was of order one. Besides that, Palacios favors the
PI controller over the PID.

Figure 3.3: DC motor equivalent circuit[Palacios Garza 00].

DC motor equivalent circuit Gears Load Sensor

Figure 3.4: DC motor equivalent circuit with load and position
sensor [Palacios Garza 00].

The equations for the transfer function of the velocity plant are:
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v {s) K

K = fa (3.2)

Tm = boRa + K2K3
 ( 3-3 )

This is a first order system with a constant time of Tm, where:

Ra: Armor "resistance" of a DC motor

Ve: Armor voltage of a DC motor

Jo: "Inertia moment"

6o: Viseóse friction coefficient of the motor arrow

K-¿i P a r motor constant

K3: Counter electromotive forcé constant

V (s): Motor angular velocity, in Laplace

s: Laplace variable

3.1.8 Steering Control

As the velocity control, this module consists of and a controller and a plant. The
steering plant consists of the steering wheel and all the mechanisms that grant the
vehicle steering drive. A minimal system with a micro controller is the controller of
the plant. Traditional PID controllers were implemented to manipúlate the plant and
get a desired angle. Actuators, sensors and interfaces were developed and included to
the vehicle in order to give full functionality to the control system.

In the specific case of the automated vehicle, [González Palacios 05] also used an
electric motor to control the steering drive, and obtained a first order system, and,
after analyzing the transfer function, selected a PD controller.

(3.5)

b0Ra
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From the transfer function a term 1/s is shown, thus, this model has an integrative
property. Tm again is the constant time of the system. Besides the variables described
in the velocity section, there are:

Vs (s): Voltage output in Laplace domain

K4: Proportionality constant

3.1.9 Sensor Processing

This component captures and processes the rest of the vehicle's sensors, in order
to add information about its state and its surrounding environment, by recognizing
obstacles, people, signs, and other elements, helping in the AV's overall performance.
The addition of sensors, that measures the environment, could help in different ways:
first, helping the obstacle avoidance function by finding obstacles that obstruct the
vehicle's path; second, finding preestablished signs which position is accurately known,
correcting the vehicle's position (feature extractiori); third, comparing the perception
sensors measurements versus an estimate done with an environment map; and, finally,
building a map of an unknown environment while navigating through it (environment
modelling).

In this thesis there were not developed elements to obtain features, to model the
environment or to avoid obstacles. However, previous ITESM researches dealt with
obstacle avoidance [Hernández Camacho 02].

3.1.10 Sensors

In order to brand the vehicle robustness, different kind of sensors are required; in
such a way redundant information is obtained and the combination of the data or
data fusión gets better estimations. Sensors could be divided in three big groups,
absolute sensors, relative sensors and proximity sensors, which will be explained in
the following subsections.

Proper interface and processing to filter the data obtained by the sensors is
required; specially, in sensors that do not obtain digital measurements of its sig-
náis, such as gyroscopes, accelerometers and potentiometers. This component is the
interface that communicates the measurement devices with the rest of the architecture.

Absolute Sensors

Absolute sensors measure vehicle's variables without considering the vehicle's traveled
path, thus, these sensors do not accumulate uncertainty. Generally these sensors have
an external reference plañe. GPS, off-board cameras and compass are examples of
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these kind of sensors. However, each of those sensors has its disadvantages, i. e. GPS
is low frequency and it requires that the vehicle performs in an open space, without
elements obstructing the GPS signal from the sky; compass are highly sensitive to
the metáis scattered in the environment; an oíf-board camera requires full visibility
of the vehicle in every moment in order to obtain a precise estimation, so, elements
that block the camera's visibility área should be avoided. The information of these
sensors helps in the state estimation process because the uncertainty of these elements
remains constant regardless how long the vehicle navigates.

In this research a GPS and a compass were added to the vehicle as absolute sensors,
and researches with an off-board camera have been conducted [Vázquez Diosdado 02],
[Rivero 06].

Relative Sensors

These sensors obtain information about the vehicle's state measuring dynamic valúes
such as acceleration, velocity, angular speed; encoders, accelerometers and gyroscopes
are examples. These measurements are used, through integration, in the estimation of
a global pose, commonry called dead reckoning. However, since the estimation is done
through an integrative or incremental process, it is very sensitive to cumulative errors.

In this research odometric sensors to measure the vehicle tangential displacement,
a potentiometer to measure the steering angle, and a gyroscope to measure the
orientation were included in the vehicle as relative sensors.

Proximity Sensors

Bumpers and near proximity sensors are used as a last resort in autonomous vehicles,
helping to avoid or reduce accidents. Limit sensors, sonars and lasers are examples,
although sonar and láser could also help in other kinds of activities such as mapping
and target tracking, specially lasers, due to the range these elements are capable of
measuring. In this research there was not any work related to proximity sensors.

3.1.11 Actuators

Actuators are devices capable of actuating (to put into motion or action) each of the
vehicle systems (movement, steering, braking, etc.) and other implemented devices of
the AV for specific purposes. There are many types of actuators, electrical motors,
pneumatic actuators, hydraulic pistons, relays, etc. Proper interfaces were developed
and included to the vehicle in order to control the steering angle.
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Specifically, in this research electrical motors are used to control the movement
and steering of the vehicle, subjects that were mentioned previously in this Chapter.
Other things could be seen as actuators such as the relays that replace the vehicle's
switches in autonomous mode.

3.1.12 Physical Architecture Structure and Communication
Protocol

The architecture is modular in hardware as it is in software, it is structured to contain
a variable number of layers upon need, as Figure 3.5 shows. One of he objectives is
to use an identical multipurpose minimum system as the support of the architecture.
Little modifications or additions are needed in order to adapt the minimal system to
the task of interest.

The protocol communication is a master-slave type, in which the network is
depicted in Figure 3.6. The architecture uses a tree network, in which some network
nodes could function as master and slave simultaneously. In this research serial
communication standard RS-485 protocol is used, which is suited to work in noisy and
harsh environments. The communication speed used is 38400 bauds.

Figure 3.5: Physical architecture.
through a bus type connection.

Each master communicates to its subordinates

3.2 Automation Methodology

This research seeks to continué the work done by [Gutiérrez 04], who developed a
systematic framework for synthesizing AV configurations through an analytical and ge-
ometric approach. The framework uses a geometric analysis to derive robotic systems
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Figure 3.6: Master-Slave communication: The transmission (Tx) of a master (solid
line) is received (Rx) by several slaves. On the other hand, the master could receive
(dotted line) from any slave module. Slaves transmission needs an enable (En) in order
to avoid transmission collisions.

configurations, and to define analytically a basic configuration to perform a given task
into a particular environment. Engineering metrics and principies are used to derive
mathematical expressions to select the components that achieve the basic configuration.

Figure 3.7 shows the methodology for the automation of a vehicle. The method
consists in sequence of phases that systematically lead to the implementation of the AV.

This research involves the formulation, implementation and integration of the
methodology to implement and test an autonomous vehicle from a given configuration.

The approach consists of several modules that include several fundamental
processes, which are described in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Analysis
The method receives a configuration of a vehicle and a component list. The configu-
ration was obtained from the systematic framework proposed by [Gutiérrez 04]. In
the first phase of the methodology parametric specifications of the components are
obtained through the company documentation and the specifications obtained from
the systematic framework. Since a thorough analysis was conducted to reach the
selection of a final configuration, we need to take advantage of all the selection process
and retrieve all the information about these elements.
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Figure 3.7: Methodology

3.2.2 Characterization and Modelling
This phase provides different models, mechanical, electrical, and so on, such that the
models of the vehicle and its components help further phases of design, implementation
and verification.

The main models to obtain are:

Mechanical model: The vehicle and its components are modelled in a CAD design
to help in the automation process.

Locomotion model: A kinematic model of the vehicle plays a very important roll in
the implementation.

Characterization tests: Obtaining data for speed, power consumption, torque, etc.

Electrical model: Obtaining schematic diagrams of the electrical and electronic con-
figuration of the AV.
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Other models: According to given "ad-hoc" specifications and considerations of the
configuration.

The vehicles to automate suggested in this research are those who use an
Ackermann bar in its steering system [Vázquez Diosdado 02, Milliken 95]. This type
of mechanism simplifies the kinematic model of the vehicle, reducing it to a bicycle
model, as show in Figure 3.8. However, any system or kinematic model could be used.

Figure 3.8: Bicycle kinematic model, a vehicle with a distance L between its front and
rear axis, describes a circle type trajectory (bold Une) of radius R, which magnitude is
determined by steering angle 4>.

3.2.3 Design
Mechanical, electrical and software designs of the systems to implement or to modify
are performed in this phase. First, all the feasible options are considered and filtered
by a selection process, such as Quality Function Deployment (QFD). Once the
best options are selected an improvement loop is achieved; this test loop, through
simulations guides to the improvement of the design.

Finally, when no improvement could be obtained through simulations, the remain-
ing options are submitted to a rigorous selection process in order to obtain a final
design.
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3.2.4 Simulation
In order to avoid mistakes in the implementation phase, simulations on the mechanical,
electrical and control models of the vehicle are achieved. Simulations find design errors
in the selected options, and help in the selection process. Elements are first simulated
separately, and then integrated and simulated with other elements of the vehicle.

Besides, initial tunning of the vehicle controllers could be set up through sim-
ulations, using the models obtained in the characterization and modelling phase.
Simulations also obtains a preliminary notion of the elements' performance, such as
endurance of a mechanical piece.

3.2.5 Implementation
All the elements obtained from the design phase and validated through simulations
are constructed and carried into effect. This phase varies from the construction of
additional pieces, modification of existing pieces, components assembly, elaboration
of printed circuit boards, circuits wiring, code development, communication protocol
development, integration of the electronic components, etc. After all the implemen-
tations, a preliminary prototype of the autonomous vehicle is obtained. This phase
could be revisited if major changes are needed.

3.2.6 Tests and Experiments
After the implementation phase, the testing phase takes place. The tests are divided
in two classes: first, laboratory tests are conducted to find faults and mistakes. Once
the laboratory tests are positive, field experiments take place.

When a failure is detected, corrections and modifications are required. Depending
on the failure's magnitude, it might be necessary to revisit the design or the imple-
mentation loop.

One of the objectives of the testing phase is the tunning of the control systems
implemented in the vehicle, obtaining the parameters for digital controllers and other
variables of interest.

Note that, in laboratory tests, the systems may be evaluated separately. While
field tests verifies the whole, integrated system.

When the laboratory tests and field experiments are conducted, a final configura-
tion of the AV is obtained and ready to use.
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3.2.7 Modifications and Corrections Loop
In order to correct and to improve the added elements to the AV, modifications and
corrections are required. These modifications could appear in three different phases:
simulation, laboratory tests and field tests.

In Chapter 6 an example of all the phases of the automation of an utilitarian
mining vehicle will be described.

3.2.8 Prototype
After all the methodology's phases, the final output is a vehicle with certain degree
of autonomy, depending on the initial requirements. Specifically, for the vehicle
automated in this research, the final output is a vehicle capable of performing
trajectories in an autonomous way.



Chapter 4

Pose Estimation and Error
Modeling

To control a mobile robot or autonomous vehicle, information from different sources
is required. In [Bar-Shalom 01] defines "Estimation" as "the process of inferring
the valué of a quantity of interest from indirect, inaccurate and uncertain observations."

Figure 4.1 describes the estimation process. A sensor or "measurement system"
perceives a "dynamic system". These perceptions are used in the "state estimation".
Errors or noise could affect the dynamic an measurement systems. These errors are
commonly modeled as an uncertainty model associated to the state estimation.

System
Error

Source

1
Dynamic
System

System
State ^

Measurement
Error

Source

Measurement
System

Measurement w

Prior
Information

State
Estimator

State Estímate ^

State Uncertainties

Figure 4.1: Estimation process [Bar-Shalom 01]

The estimator uses the knowledge given by [Bar-Shalom 01]:

• The variable's evolution (system dynamics).

• The sensor (measurement model).

• Characterization of the disturbances or noise involved.

• Prior states information.

In order to be useful, a proposed model has to consider all those factors. In this
chapter, the kinematic model of the ITESM AV is analyzed and different position and

41
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angle estimation models are proposed and compared. Using one of these models, a
expression of the uncertainty is presented, based on [Mirats Tur 05].

Some additional considerations are incorporated to the uncertainty model, includ-
ing the calculation of the covariance growth.

4.1 Vehicle's Pose Estimation Models

The ITESM AV has four wheels mounted on rear and front axles. The vehicle uses an
Ackermann system for steering. Due to the properties of this system, the path followed
by the vehicle could be modeled as a bicycle moving on a part of the circumference
traced by its turning radius, in which the wheels of the front and rear axles are
modelled as a single wheel in the center of the axle. This fact greatly simplifies
the kinematic representation of the vehicle, reducing it to a bicycle model, used in
[Palacios Garza 00]. The model appears in Figure 4.2.

Using this model and doing some considerations, such as there is no slippage in the
wheels and that the vehicle travels at slow velocities and has low lateral acceleration.
The radius of the ares performed by the vehicle's in its trajectory depend on the
steering angle given by the steering wheel.

Two non-holonomic constraints describe the non-lateral movement of the vehicle:
one for the steer wheel, and the other for the rear wheel, leading to the following
equations:

Xf sin (9 + 4>) — yf eos (9 + 4>) = 0 (4.1)

xsin(0) -ycos(0) = 0 (4.2)

where (xj, y¡) are the coordinates for the steer wheel and (x, y) are the coordinates for
the center of the rear axis. These equations establish that lateral displacement is nuil.
Now, using the constraints given for a rigid body,

= x + L eos 9 (4.3)

yf = y + L sin 9 (4.4)

substituting into the first equation and defining the radius of the curve that the vehicle
describes as R = the continuous-time kinematic model for a car-like vehicle is:
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"0 '
0
0

_ 1

(4.5)
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Where V\ and i>2 are the velocities for the vehicle and the steering, respectively.
A more complete model should include rotation angles for each wheel, or take into
account the possible deformation of the wheels; however the simple proposed model
has the essential elements for the analysis and should be enough for control purposes.
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Figure 4.2: Kinematic model being used

Performing discretization, for a given time t(k), the vehicle's pose can be deter-

mined using Pk = [ xk yk &k\ , where the state equation is:

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

Axk = R (sin (9k-! + A6k) - sin (0fc_i))

Ayk = R (eos (6k-i) - eos {6k_x + A9k))

Adk _ Adfctan^fe
~ L

R =
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where Ac4 is the tangential displacement of the vehicle, and fa its steering angle.

Apart from the simplicity of the approach being used to model the kinematics
of the autonomous vehicle under study, two main drawbacks are found in equations
(4.6 - 4.10) [Palacios Garza 00]. First, there is an undetermined valué for R when
4>k = 0. Second, the valué A9k is found inside the trigonometric functions, which leads
to complex expressions when equations for the pose uncertainty are obtained, as was
demonstrated in [Mirats Tur 05].

In order to deal with the above mentioned drawbacks and simplify the calculus of
the position and angle, four different discrete approximations to this general model
are considered that simplify the pose increments computation.

The main idea is to consider the increments as linear vectors of distance Ad instead
of ares. Note that the orientation changes A# are not affected by these approxi-
mations. These assumptions lead to easier calculations, variable handling and analysis.

In the following sections different estimation models, based on a bieyele model,
are presented. Then, error is added to the model and several proposals to include
uncertainty to the model are described. The considered approximations are: Previous
bearing angle, Next bearing angle, Average bearing angle and Simplified average
bearing approaches.

4.1.1 Previous Bearing Angle Approximation
In this case, a vector with origin in the previous computed pose of the AV, Pk-i,
and with the same angle of the previous estimation bearing angle O^-i-, is used. This
vector approximation is based on the assumption that, for high sampling rates and
low vehicle velocities, a sufficiently small increment is taken from the are performed
by the vehicle, so it practically becomes a line, as shown in Figure 4.3.

Taking into consideration this assumption, and after properly manipulating the
original formulae of the general model (4.6 - 4.10) the following approximations are
obtained:

Axk fu Adfc eos (0fe_i) (4.11)

Aj/fc«Adfcsin(0fc_i) (4.12)

The vehicle's increment of orientation is given by formula 4.9.
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Figure 4.3: Estimation using previous angle approximation. The gray figure shows
the final position estimation. The arched dotted line shows the real trajectory of the
vehicle. Bold gray line is the approximation error. Original position Xk-i,yk-i and
final position xk,yk are shown.

4.1.2 Next Bearing Angle Approximation

Here, a vector with origin in the previous computed position (xk-i,yk-i) of the AV
and with angle (0fc_i + A0fc) is used. As in the previous approximation, the movement
of the vehicle is considered a line as described in Figure 4.4.

The obtained formulae for this case are:

Axk « Adfc eos (0fc_! (4.13)

Ayk « Adfc sin (0fe_! + A6k)

The vehicle's increment of orientation is given by formula 4.9.

(4.14)
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Figure 4.4: Estimation using next angle approximation. The gray figure shows the
final position estimation. Bold gray Une is the approximation error. In this example it
is just a coincidence that Xk-i and Xk are the same.

4.1.3 Average Bearing Angle Approximation
For this approximation, a vector with origin in the previous computed position
{xk-iiVk-i) of the AV and with angle (Ok-i + ^-j is used. As in the previous
approximation, the movement of the vehicle is considered a line. As shown in Figure
4.5, this case could be seen as an average of the previous two given approaches.

The formulae for this case are:

Axfc

Ayk

eos

fc sin I 0fe_i +

2

A9k

(4.15)

(4.16)

The vehicle's increment of orientation is given by formula 4.9.
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X, r X,
X

Figure 4.5: Estimation using average angle approximation. The gray figure shows
where the final position estimation. The approximation error is hardly visible in this
case.

4.1.4 Simplified Average Bearing Angle Approximation

As in the previous case, a vector with origin in the previous computed position
(xk-i,yk-i) oí the AV and with angle (#fc_! + ^f^) is used, but now the assumption
that A9k is relatively small is considered, so the following trigonometric approximations
can be used:

eos

A9k

Using trigonometric identities in (4.15) and (4.16) we obtain:

Axk w A4 icos (^_0 eos - sin (6^) sin

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

Ayk ns Adk I sin (9^) eos I — 1 + eos (9k^) sin (4.20)
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Simplifying equations by using (4.17) and (4.18):

Axk « Adfc í eos (0fc_i) ^ sin (0*-i (4.21)

Ayk sin eos (0fc_i (4.22)

The vehicle's increment of orientation is given by formula 4.9.

This approach is interesting because A6k is separated from the sine and cosine
arguments in the obtained equations, which are easier to manipúlate.

X(m)

Figure 4.6: Circle estimation using 30° increments: Previous bearing angle approxima-
tion (square mark), next bearing angle (circle mark), average bearing angle (diamond
mark), simplified average bearing angle (triangle mark), and normal circle (x mark),
using 30° angle increments. The trajectory starts and ends in (0,0) with an angle
0 = 0°.
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E.

X(m)

Figure 4.7: Circle estimation using 10° increments: Previous bearing angle approxima-
tion (square mark), next bearing angle (circle mark), average bearing angle (diamond
mark), simplified average bearing angle (triangle mark), and normal circle (x mark),
using 10° angle increments. The trajectory starts and ends in (0,0) with an angle
0 = 0°.

4.1.5 Approximation Angle Comparative Analysis

An experiment was conducted in order to state the different accuracies obtained
with each considered approximation. The experiment consisted of following a circle
trajectory with denned increments of A9 using the above mentioned formulae for each
approximation (equations (4.11 - 4.16) and equations (4.21 - 4.22). The trajectory
starts and ends in (0,0) with orientation 9 = 0°. We used different valúes of distance
Adfc using (4.9), which are used to obtain the desired A6k increment. Figures 4.6
and 4.7 show A0fc increments of 30° and 10°, respectively. The radium used in the
experiment is 3 m. The figures show that, as expected, smaller increments give better
approximations, and that the average bearing approximation and its simplification
give better estimations than the other two approximations when following the specified
circle trajectory, even using long angle increments. The experimentation leads to
conclude that it is not necessary to measure with a very high rate, obtaining small
angles, to get a good approximation.
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10

Delta Theta 0

Figure 4.8: Error percentage of error between the real model and the approximations:
previous and next bearing angle (dotted lines), average bearing angle (black line), and
simplified average angle (gray line).

2 3 4

Delta Theta 0

Figure 4.9: Error percentage of error between the real model and the approximations:
previous and next bearing angle (upper gray line), average bearing angle (black line),
and simplified average angle (lower gray line).

The following simulation was conducted to know how much the approximations
degrade varying A0 (how much pose error is among each approximation and the original
model). Ares of equal length were made but with different increment angles A6k.
These ares were calculated with the approaches previously mentioned. In order to
obtain a measurement regarding the approximations, a normalized error among the
approximations and the original kinematic model is computed,

e = (100)
y yEreal %calc) T \!Jreal Vcalc)

(4.23)

where:

e: Percentage of error between the original model and the approximation.
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(xreai,yreai) : Calculated position using the original model.

(xcalc, yCaic) '• Calculated position using an approximation.

Ad: Traveled distance by the vehicle.

Percent error is calculated using the Euclidean distance between the model and
the approximations, divided by the traveled distance (fixed for the four cases) and
normalized.

Figures (4.8 and 4.9) show the error between the different considered approxi-
mations and the real curve. As observed, the simplified average bearing angle has
very good behavior for angles below 10°, in despite that the considered simplification
is only valid for angles near to zero. The main advantage of the simplified versión
resides in the separation of the variables A¿4 and AOk, in such a way that it is easier
to handle these variables in order to obtain uncertainty estimations as presented in
[Mirats Tur 05].

Figure 4.9 shows a zoom of Figure 4.8 with small angle increments. In this graph
it is more evident that the average bearing angle approximation and its simplified
versión have smaller error percentage than the previous and next bearing angle ones
(0.03% and 0.12% versus 4.36% in 5o). This leads to better estimations in every
computation step of the pose of the vehicle, as long as the initial assumptions hold:
low vehicle velocity and orientation increment A9 (< 5o).

A máximum valué for Adfc could be obtained,

Admax = RminA0max (4.24)

where A#max is an angle valué obtained from Figure 4.9, according to a desired error
percentage. With this valué and a máximum velocity t>max a máximum sample time is
obtained,

Tmax = - £ p - (4.25)

This formula could also help to find a máximum velocity with known sample time
and distance increment.

4.2 Error Model and Covariance Propagation

This thesis proposes a method to compute the uncertainty in the pose estimate made
from internal sensors. As uncertainty is expressed in the form of a covariance matrix,
the method considers the pose estimation equations of the kinematic model to obtain
the covariance matrix valúes.
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Thus, pose estimation model U (x, y, 8, Ad, <j>) is presented. The increment of the
pose is computed using the average bearing angle approximation model and the actual
sensor measurements,

(4.26)

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

áfc-1

Vk-i

0fc-l
1

' Axk '
Ayfc

A4
1

The vehicle pose is then determined from P = \ x y 9 , where,

Axk =

A4 =

eos

sin

Afl;
2

(4.27)

The variables Adk and 0fcj representing estimations of the vehicle ad vanee and
steering angle, are described as:

Adk = Adk + eAdk, where eAdk

where
(4.28)

with white independent Gaussian error probability distributions for their errors. Adk

is the measured displacement in a sample time and 4>k is the measured steering angle.

4.2.1 Initial Approach to Pose Estimation

As a part of this research, a first approach was proposed in [Mirats Tur 05], which
used the following formula to find the covariance matrix:

cov (A) = cov (A-i) + cov (AA) + cov (A-i, APfe
r) + cov (AA, P£-I) (4-29)

The term covÍP^-i) is recursively defined and can be initialized to 03*3 if the

initial pose of the robot is well known. The influence of the previous pose, Pk-i, on the
increment of run path, A A , was erroneously supposed not meaningful and therefore
we considered it equal to zero, cov ( A - i , AP^J + cov (AA, Pk-i) = 0 • ^ n e term of
interest was solely cov (A A ) :

cov (AA) = E [AAAAT] - E [AA] E [APj] (4.30)
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E [APfcAPfc
T] =

/

V

E

E

E

Axk

Ayk

A9k

:Ax{
¿\xk

Aáí

E

E

E

AxkAyl
AykAyl
A9kAy(

E

E

E

Axk

Ayk

A9k

MI
A9T

k

^k J

(4.31)

E [APk] E [APj] =
E[A£fc]E

E[Ayfe]E

E [A9k] E Axt

E[Axfc]E

E [Ayk] E

E [A9k] E

where E stands for the expected valué of the corresponding function.
(4.32)

Expressions for each term were calculated taking into consideration the kinematic
model of the particular AV and noisy sensors. Then, 4.29 was used to obtain the total
covariance in each time step of the run path, without considering the cross terms.

Following equation (4.30) and after several manipulations, the final results for the term
E [APfeAPj] are as follows:

E

E

E

E

E

E

Axk

[Axk

[Axk

Ayk

Ayk

A9k

Axl
^fk
A§1

A<
A§1
Aét

= ki cos2(#fe_i) — k2 sin(0fc-i) cos(0fc_i) taxi(4>k

_i) tan(0fc + £max)

- |2-sin(6'fc_i)tan2(^fe

_i) tan(0fc +

For the E [APfe] vector:

E [APfc] =
Adfc

where:
+

= (A4)2 + (aAdfc)
2

_
«2 —

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

is the máximum error obtained by the steering sensor in a measurement. The
complete deduction of the presented formulae is found in Appendix A.

Finally, the uncertainty in the odometry pose estimate will be given by subtracting
the two recently calculated matrices,
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E [APkAP¡] - E [AA] E [AP£] (4.36)
In this way an expression of the covariance matrix is obtained.

4.2.2 Additional Considerations to the Error Model

Dealing in depth with the previously presented formulation, we found that some
considerations had to be taken into account:

1. The equations previously used when computing the robot increment of pose
from time t to t — 1, have as input parameter the robot orientation Ok-i- As
this valué is calculated using data from noisy sensors (actually, it depends on
both odometry and steering angle) been modeled as random Gaussian processes,
an error associated eek_1 to 9k-i is considered: $k-i = Qk-i + £0fc_i> a n d 0fc_i is
computed as the sum of the delta increments

4-i = £ A% (4-37)
i=o

2. In the previous presented formulation, the term E[tan(0fc+ e^fc)], was simply
bounded to the worst case e^kmaxi using physical considerations. Now, and in
order to improve the precisión of the computed covariance, a more accurate
approximation to tan (</>k + £</>fc) is used that is given by the following equations:

tan 4>k — tan I

(4-38)

tan 0fc ss tan 0 + tan e<j,k sec2 fa

Taking into account these two minor modifications into the general formulation,
and, particularizing for the proposed kinematic model of the AV, the formulation
given in [Mirats Tur 05] is updated to:
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E {AxkAxk} = k5 + (cos (20fc_i) (fci - fc5) - f tan 4>k sin (20fc_i)) E [eos 2edk_1]

E [AyfeAyfc] = k5 + (cos (20fc_i) (fc5 — fci) + ^ tan^/ . sin (20fc_i)J E [cos!

E [A£feA£fc] = [(fcj - fc5) sin (20fc_i) + f eos (20fc_i) tan0 fc] E [cos2eefc_1]

E f AxkA9k = [^ cos 0fc_i tan ¿>fc - *$*• sin 0fe-il E [cos eo..]

E AykA9k = ^- sin 0fc_i tan ^ + ^ - cos 0fe-i I E [cos eek_1 J

E A /I A /} K\K^
I \"Ir f h T 2

E [Aífc] = (Adfc cos#fc_i — | ¿ sin#fc_i tan^fc) E [cose6)fe_11

E [Ayfe] = (Adfc sin 0fc_i + f¿ cos 0fc_i tan 0feJ E [cos £-É)fc_1J

(4.39)

where the fc¿ constants are computed as,

k3 ¡
= t a n 2 </>fc + see 4

k3 = Ad¡ + 6Adlold + 3 (*ldkf (4-40)

Ir. — Í l -l_ 34
«-5 — 2 ' 8L2

fc is the sensor measured displaeement in the corresponding sample time, and 0fe

is the measured steering angle of the vehicle. E eos \Sot_A stands for the expected
valué of the cosine of the error in 9k-i and is obtained through Taylor expansión,
considering eQt_x as a zero-mean random Gaussian variable [Navid 05]. The expected
valué is therefore given by the following expressions (see Appendix B to see how to
derive these equalities):

E [cos )] ( / )

E [cos ( 2 ^ ) ] = exp í - (2^-x) JA = exp (-2ajki)

In this subsection, just the final obtained formulation with the mentioned consid-
erations has been presented.

4.2.3 Crossed Covariance
As stated in section 4.2.1, the previously developed formulation in [Mirats Tur 05]
considered the errors of the previous pose, A - i , and the actual increments of pose,
APfe, to be independent. However, as the angle (and its error) of the previous pose
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is considered in the computation of both: A£k and Ay¿, there exists an unmodelled
cross-covariance between A - i and A A- Ignoring the dependency between A
and APfe causes that the considered error model do not completely catch the high
non-linear behaviour of the pose uncertainty.

In this subsection we deal with the computation of such cross covariance between
the previous pose A - i and the actual pose increment AA- Obviously, the optimal way
to calcúlate the covariance of A is considering, at each sample time t, the full expres-
sions for all the previous increments AP1 ; A A , A A , ..., AA-2, A P ^ , by computing:

cov (A) - cov (AA + • • • + APfc-i)

(4.42)

- E + • • • + E [(AA + + AA-I)T]

Since the computation complexity of such expression increases exponentially, it is
not a feasible way to calcúlate the covariance in this way, for real time performance;
so an incremental approach is used:

cov (A) = cov (A-i) + cov (AA) + cov (A-i, AAT) + cov (AA, AT-I) (4-43)

We already have obtained expressions for the first and second terms of the above
equation. However, in order to obtain an expression for the cross covariance terms,
and due to the mathematical complexity of the problem, an equation representation
of the covariance at time t — 1 is included, by assuming an error vector for the robot's
pose in time t — 1,

(4.44)
Pfc-i = Pfe-i + £pk-i

£Pk-i = [ £*k-i £Vk-i £Ok-i

An hypothesis is made in order to represent this error vector epkl, as composed
by three different independent, zero mean, Gaussian and orthogonal errors 71, 72 and
73. These three independent errors multiplied by certain matrix Q equal the error in
each of the considered axes, x, y, 9:

7 7i 72 73 ]
+ £72 + ^73
+ #72 + ^73

G71 + #72 + -f 73

A
D
G

B
E
H

C
F
I

' 7i '
72

. 73 .

= Q
' 7i '

72

. 73 .

(4.45)
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Since the considered errors are zero-mean, E

sion for the covariance matrix of Pk-i is obtained,

^] = 0 by using 4.44, the expres-

cov

= E

= E

= E

= E

(A-i) = E [(A-i - E [A-i]) (A-i - E [A-i])'

^ - E

^ - E [Pfe_!] - E

(Pfc_x + epfc_x - Pfc_i - O)

0 ( ) 7 ! = E

Multiplying these terms and reducing,

- E

, , , - Pfc_i -

- E

(4.46)

cov (A-i) = Q

= E Q
lili 7i72 7i73
727l 7272 7273
737l 7372 7373

= E Q
7i

72

73

7i

72

73

7i7i 7i72 7i73

7271 7272 7273
7371 7372 7373 J

QT

QT

(4.47)

The considered errors 71, 72 and 73 are independent and zero-mean, henee the
resultant covariance matrix can be written as:

cov (A-i) = Q 0
0 0
°l 0

o o
Q1 (4.48)

Now, since cov (A- i ) is a positive semi defmite Hermitian matrix, it can be
decomposed in the form:

cov (A-i ) = QAQT (4.49)

where Q is the eigenvector matrix and A is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues
of cov í A- i ) - This form is equal to the one of 4.48, thus, the matrix Q and the three
variances cra, cr&, oc are obtained by the eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix.
Note that the product Q7 could also be seen as a rotation of the three orthogonal
errors considered in the vector with respect to the axes, x, y, 9. So this term is capable
of modelling the rotation of the robot pose uncertainty as it runs its path. Please,
refer to appendix D for further details.
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Using these results we now are able to obtain an expression for the cross covariance
terms is then obtained,

E

E

E

E

U - E [Pfc-i]) (APk - E [APfe])
r]

(Pfc_i + ep,., - E [Pfc_i] - E [SP^]) (APfc - E

( .̂̂ (AP.-EfAA])

= E^APJ]

(4.50)

(4.51)

The complete calculation for the first term is the following:

(4.52)

Noting that the mentioned errors are independent; thus, regrouping the errors of the
previous pose Pk-i, and those caused by the sensors in the actual pose increment, APjt,

= E
fc_1 eos (ee^) Adk eos

., eos \eej^)\ E [A4 eos
)] [

- eXk_^ sin (e^,,) Adk sin

-E le-. . sin (£0, . )| E |A4sii
•"K — i y re — l y j \_

sin [h-i +

Expanding the terms £Xfe_i c o s

E
E

eos
sin

and ea;fc_1 sin

#72 + C73) eos
+ C73) sin

(4.53)

After Taylor expansión and using the equations given in appendix B,
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E

E
eXk_1 eos = 0

sin [£ek^)\ = E [(^71 + Bj2 + C73) (sin (G71) eos (i/72) eos (773)
- sin (G71) sin (i/72) sin (Í73) + eos (G71) sin (i/72) eos (Í73)
+ eos (G71) eos (i/72) eos (773)]

cov _x) exp ( -

Finally, the expression for the first term of equation 4.51 is:

cov (e^, Aa£) = - E [e.^^si

= -cov (xfc-i,^) exp ( - ^

E [Adk sik sin (Vi +

= -cov (sfc_i, 0 ^ ) E

(4.55)

(4.56)

Although we are not giving the full development for all the terms of equation 4.51,
similar expressions can be found for the rest of them:

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

'eXk_ltAdl

eVk_x,AxÍ

Sy^Ayl

'ee^Axl
ee^Ayl

= 0

= 0 ( ' }

= 0
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Chapter 5

Data Fusión

Equally important to a successful state estimation is the used data fusión technique.
Data fusión or multi-sensor data fusión is also known as sensor fusión. Sensor fusión
is the combination of sensor data given by different sources in which the resulting
information is better than using individually those sources. Thus, sensor fusión is
about obtaining more accurate, more complete, and more trustful information. The
sensors are not required to be of the same kind. In AV state estimation this reduces
the error and uncertainty in the AV's pose and other state variables. The most
common tool to perform data fusión is the Kalman Filter (KF), and the extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) [Durrant-Whyte 92].

This chapter describes Kalman oriented data fusión techniques such as the
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and the scaled Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF),
among others, explaining their prediction and updating phases. The prediction
part of these techniques are compared against the uncertainty model developed in
the previous chapter. Besides EKF and UKF, a Gaussian probabilistic approach is
presented, it fuses odometry and GPS data considering autocorrelation. Besides the
before mentioned elements, a proposal toward the generalization of the data fusión
from n different sources, considering correlation between variables is presented; this
method is based on the covariance intersection algorithm (CÍA).

5.1 Proposed Fusión Scheme to Develop
Researchers usually prefer Kalman Filtering (or variations) to fuse data
[Abuhadrous 03]. However, these researches usually fuse no more than four sen-
sors. Besides, they do not consider autocorrelated variables and non-linearity, and
finally, they lack of a closed form odometry uncertainty model.

This research seeks toward data fusión of múltiple sources. We are interested in
adding more sensors to the AV, in order to obtain a more precise state estimation
and less uncertainty. The basic idea is to have a fusión technique than combines

61
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information of several data sources, as [Yunchun 03] who combines a magnetometer, a
GPS, and an inertial navigation system.

We propose a fusión method that includes the pose and covariance estimation
developed in Chapter 4 and the probabilistic frame for data fusión from subsection
5.1.1 [Pozo-Ruz 00], which considers auto correlation. The method will be tested in
the autonomous vehicle, which will include the following sensors: a GPS, a compass,
odometric sensors and a gyroscope. The method will use the covariance intersection
algorithm (CÍA) later described in this chapter.

The proposed data fusión scheme in this research is shown in Figure 5.1, which
is based on a distributed scheme. In which odometry, as our base model, will be
fused with GPS, gyroscope and compass separately, due to the distributed scheme,
obtaining covariance and estimates C\, P\, C2, P2, C3, P3, respectively. Those results
are then fused using CÍA, obtaining C4, P4, and C5, P5 which are the final estimation
and covariance.

Figure 5.1: Proposed fusión method, the proposed elements to fuse are GPS, gyroscope,
compass, and odometry.

5.1.1 A Probabilistic Frame for Data Fusión

A probabilistic frame for data fusión is described in [Pozo-Ruz 00]. In this research,
two pose estimates are available, one computed from odometry, JP^ , cov [Pfcd]}, the

other from a GPS receiver, jpfp s , cov [ P ^ 5 ] } . For both sensors, after systematic
errors have been calibrated, normal distribution of the errors are assumed. Although
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odometry errors are assumed to be affected by white noise [Madhavan 99], supposing
they are not correlated with themselves, experimental data reveal that GPS position
estimates are highly autocorrelated so its errors are affected by colored noise. The
method maximizes the joint probability function of odometry and GPS measurements,
considering correlation and auto correlation of the involved sensors.

The probabilities that the fused state estimate pertains whether to
the{P£d, cov [P£d]} or the {Pfps,cov [pfP5]} are given by the normal proba-
bility distribution equation:

(5.1)

For each time t, the best state estimate P/ , is the one for which the probability
of pertaining to both distributions, thus, to the joint probability distribution, is máxi-
mum. The joint probability distribution of two normal distributions is another normal
distribution,

exp --
H -

H -

\

cov
Cov°k

.od-GPS

Cov°k
d-GPS

cov [Pfe
GPS]

k ~

H
COV

Covod-GPS

Cov °d-GPS

od

(5.2)
In order to express (5.2) as the product of two normal distributions, a transforma-

tion of the covariance matrix of this equation, in a diagonal matrix [Pozo-Ruz 00], is
developed. Substituting this diagonal matrix in the equation, allows to obtain a joint
probability function as the product of two normal distributions,

GXP ' ~^ 1 p¡ _ pGPS
Cov [p«]

0 cov

(2TT)3

- i

Cov [Pfc
od] 0

0 cov [Pfc
GP5]

where:

PÍ - P?PS

(5.3)
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pod = pod + CQVod-GPScav-l [pGPS] (pod _ pGPS}

Cov [Pfe
od] = cov [Pgd] - Cov°k

d-GPSco^ ¡PGPS] (Covf-GPS)T

Equation 5.4 is obtained using conditional probability, Pk
d and cov \Pk

d] are the es-
timation and the uncertainty of odometry, given the occurrence of a GPS measurement.

In order to obtain a fused state estimate that maximizes the probability of per-
taining to equation (5.3). This equation is differentiated with respect to P / , and the
result equalized to zero. Finally, the equations for the fused state and its associated
uncertainty, |P / ,cov P / }, are obtained,

P[ = P°k
d + Gk (P

GPS ~ P°k
d) (5.5)

where:

Gk = I - | [cov"1 [Pfe
GP5] + MTCov~l [Pfc

od] M]-1 MTCov~l [Pfc
od]}

M = (i - Cmj°d-GPScov1 [PGPS])

The uncertainty of the fused state, by means of its covariance matrix is:

cov [H] = cov [P?} + Gk {{Covld-GPS)T - cov [Pfc^]) + (Cov°k
d-GPS - cov [pp\) G\

+Gk (cov [PGPS] - (Cov°k
d-GPS)T - Cov°k

d-GPS + cov [ P f ] ) G\
(5.7)

A full insight of the formulae deduction and other interesting properties of this
method, such as the allowable valúes of Covk

xi~GPS is shown in Appendix F.

5.1.2 Covariance Intersection Algorithm

Since it is difficult to know the cross covariance of the measurements of two sensors, it
is easy to overestimate the fusión estimate considering independent sensors which are
independent or with little correlation [Julier 97]. In order to avoid this overestima-
tion, the intersection covariance algorithm allows the filter to fuse new measurements
with unknown cross-covariances maintaining consistency of the estimates [Arambel 01].

The CÍA algorithm works as follows: when two sensors are going to be fused:
first, sensor A with measurement a, average a and error a, and second, sensor B with
measurement b, average b and error b. The sensors' covariance and cross covariance
are:
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Figure 5.2: Example of covariance intersection algorithm (CÍA), outer ellipses are the
covariance of A and B, inner ellipse is the fusión covariance without cross-correlated
covariance. The intersecting ellipse is the one using CÍA

a = a — a

6 = 6 — 6

Paa = E [ááT]

Pab = E [abT]

Pbb = E [bbT]

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

The real covariance valúes are not known; however, approximations Paa and P^ are
consistent if:

Paa ~Paa>0

Pbb ~ ñb > 0

(5.13)

(5.14)

The cross-correlation matrix between the variables Pab is in general, unknown and
different to 0.

A linear combination of the means, as Kalman filters do, is the most common
algorithm to fuse these sensors,

=waa + Wbb
Pcc = E [ccT]

(5.15)

(5.16)

so, fusión measurement c with average c and covariance Pcc is obtained through matrices
Wa and Wj, multiplying a and b respectively,
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This covariance is consistent if:

Pcc-Pcc>0 (5.17)

The covariance could be computed as:

Pee = WaPaaWj + WaPabWb
T + WbPbaWj + W^W? (5.18)

However, using real covariance valúes Paa, Pbb and Pab, the covariance is,

Pcc = WaPaaWj + WaPabWb
T + WbPbaWj + WbPbbW? (5.19)

If Pab = 0, the consisteney is ensured. However, if Pab ^ 0, problems would arise to
guarantee consisteney.

The CÍA provides an estimate and a covariance matrix whose covariance endoses
the intersection región. This estimate is consistent [Pcc — Pcc > 0J irrespective of the
unknown valué of Pab. Figure 5.2 shows an example of the CÍA.

The formulae are:

Ke = ^aa + (1 " " ) P¿ (5.20)
P-Xc = UJP^Ü + (1 - w) Pb-b

lb (5.21)

where u G [0,1] is a linear factor to manipúlate the weights assigned to a and b.
LO could be used to optimized minimizing the trace or the determinant of Pcc [Julier 97].

5.1.3 Synchronization
Since the mentioned sensors just have different measurement rates, it is important
to consider how the synchronization of the information is going to be performed.
Specifically, for the vehicle automated in this research, the frequencies for odometry,
GPS, gyroscope and compass are: 10 hz, 1 hz, 10 hz, and 7 « 8 hz, respectively.
The compass is a special case, since its frequeney depends on the magnitude of the
magnetic fields at the moment.

Figure 5.3 shows the synchronization process,the assimilation frequeney is shown
by dotted lines. The assimilation happens when the fusión calculations are computed.
Between assimilations it could be received different sensors' data measurements.
Propagation time is the one between the capture of a sensor's measurement and
the moment its data is used in the fusión scheme. Specifically in this research,
the assimilation frequeney is the same of odometry's, since it is the fastest. The
other sensor measurements are propagated to the next fusión calculation. Only
elements present on the assimilation period are considered in the fusión process. The
assimilation period must not be very large, since it could make the system to become
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Figure 5.3: Propagation and assimilation process. Sensor observations are represented
through time. Dotted lines represent the assimilation time and frequency. Diagram
based in [Bozorg 98].

unstable and quite unreliable [Bozorg 98].

5.2 Kalman Filter Oriented Fusión Techniques

The Kalman Filter is the most used tool in autonomous vehicles to fuse data generated
from one or more information sources (láser, sonar, gps, odometry, etc.).

The Kalman filter is a set of mathematical equations that provides an efficient
computational (recursive) mean to estimate the state of a process, in a way that
minimizes the mean of the squared error [Welch 95].

The Kalman filter is a predict-correct process by using a form of feedback control:
the filter estimates the state and the measurement information is obtained and used
to refine this estimation. Thus, there are two kinds of equations for the Kalman
Filter: state update equations and measurement update equations [Welch 95]. The
state update equations predicts the next time step state and its covariance obtaining
a priori estimate. The measurement update equations corrects the a priori estimate
with the feedback information, obtaining a posteriori estimate.

Consider a discrete-time linear dynamic system described by a vector difference
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State prediction
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Updated state estímate

i(* + l) = x(* + l)
+ W(k+\)v(k + i)

Filter gain

w(jfc+i)=p(it+i)H(jfc+i)rs(jt+i)r1

Updated state covariance

P(* + l) = P(Jt+l)

Figure 5.4: Kalman Filter [Bar-Shalom 01]. The figure describes a full cycle of the
prediction - updating process and its equations.

equation with additive white Gaussian noise that models unpredictable disturbances.
The dynamic (plant) equation is:

x(k + l) = F{k)y:(k) + G(k)u(k)+v(k) k = 0,l,... (5.22)

where:

k: Represents a time step, t(k) =t (0) + kAT, where AT is the sample frequency.

x(fc): Represents the system state.

u (k): Represents the input state.

v(fc): Zero-mean white Gaussian process noise associated with the system, with co-
variance

F: Is the state transition model.

G: Is the control-input model.
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The measurement or observation equation is:

z(fc) = H(fc)x(fc)+w(fc) k = l,... (5.23)

with:

H: Observation model.

w (k): Gaussian measurement noise with covariance H(k) .

The matrices F, G, H, Q and R are assumed to be known and possibly time
varying. v and w and x are assumed mutually independent.

5.2.1 Basic Kalman Filter

First a prediction state x (k + 1) is computed:

x(fc + l) = F(ifc)x(A;) + G(ife)u(ife) (5.24)

The covariance of the predicted state P (k + 1) is computed:

P (k + 1) = F (k) P (k) F {k)T + Q (k) (5.25)

This covariance grows gradually if no measurement updating is performed.

The measurement prediction covariance S (k + 1) is:

S (jfc + 1) = R (k + 1) + H (k + 1) P (k + 1) H (k + 1)T (5.26)
then filter gain W (k + 1) is computed,

W (k + 1) = P (k + 1) H (k + l)T S (Jfc + I)""1 (5.27)

The predicted measurement z {k + 1) and the comparison with the observation data
z (k + 1), the measurement residual u (k + 1), are obtained,

z(ife + l) = H(Jfe + l)x(A; + l) (5.28)

v(k + l) = z(k + l)-z(k + l) (5.29)

The updated state estimate x (k + 1) is,

x (k + 1) = x (k + 1) + W (k + 1) v (k + 1) (5.30)

Updated covariance of the state at k + 1, P (k + 1) is,

P (k + 1) = P (Jfe + 1) - W (fc + 1) S (k + 1) W (k + 1)T (5.31)

For a complete development of the Kalman filter equations see [Bar-Shalom 01].
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Figure 5.5: Extended Kalman Filter [Bar-Shalom 01]. The figure describes a MI cycle
of the prediction - updating process and its equations, including the Jacobian (first
order approximation) of the plant and the observation.

5.2.2 Extended Kalman Filter
Many systems are non-linear, thus, basic Kalman Filter does not hold for these cases.
The non-linear behavior could come from the process or the observation model.

In these cases the Extended Kalman Filter is used, in which the linearization of
the process and the measurement is applied, using Taylor expansión of the process
and the measurement and erasing their higher order terms [Bar-Shalom 01].

The linearization of the plant and the measurement is through the computation
of a matrix of partial derivatives, called the Jacobian. The Jacobian is computed in
every step. Thus, the EKF linearizes the non-linear function around the current state
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estimate [Wikipedia 07].

The system equations are:

x (k + 1) = / (x (k)) + g(u (k)) + v (k) (5.32)

w(fc) (5.33)

Now, previous explained matrices F, G and H, are the Jacobian of the functions
/ , g and h respectively.

Appendix C shows the Jacobian of the model used in this research.

5.2.3 Unscented Kalman Filter

The Kalman Filter uses the first order terms of the Taylor expansión of the process
and observation models. This approximation could introduce large errors in the
estimations depending on the nonlinearity of the models. To address this problem, the
Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), based on the unscented transformation, which does
not use Taylor expansión, instead it uses a "set of deterministically chosen sample
points", which reproduce the mean and covariance of the system. This represents the
covariance to the second or third order of a nonlinear system [Wan 00].

The process is the following [Wikipedia 07]. The estimated state x(/c) and covari-
ance P (k) are augmented (xa (k) , P a (k)) with the mean and covariance of the process
noise v and Q:

xa (fc) = [ x (kf E [v (k + lf
(P(*) 0
0

(5.34)

2L + 1 points (x1 (&)) a r e obtained from the augmented state and covariance, L is the
dimensión of the augmented state:

Xo (k) = xa (k)

)) i l . . . , L (5.35)

t (k) = x" (k) - (y/(L + X) P° (k))._L ] i =

These points are used in the transition function / :

¿ = 0...2L (5.36)

The formulae to predict the state and the covariance are:
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Figure 5.6: Unscented Kalman Filter. The figure describes a full cycle of the prediction
- updating process and its equations.
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1L . _.

2L ~i=° ^ T (5-37)
P (fc + 1) = £ Wí [t (k + 1) - x (A; + 1)] [r (k + 1) - x (fc + l)] r

¿=o

The weights used for the state ( Ws*) and covariance (W*) estimation are:

L+A

W° = — (1 - a2 + 0)
vvs — vvc — 2(L+A)

A = a2 (L + K) - L

a, (3 an K are calibration valúes, common valúes are 10~3, 2 and 0 respectively.

The previous formulae are for the prediction phase of the filter, for the updating
part, the equations now use the measurement noise:

xa (k + 1) = (5.39)

k+1) ° 1 (ti An\
O R(fc + 1) ( 5 - 4 0 )

As in the prediction, 2L + 1 points are obtained from the augmented state and
covariance, L is the dimensión of the augmented state:

X°(k + 1) = xa (k + 1) (5.41)

xHk + l) = x a (k + 1) + ( 7 ( L + A) P« (k + 1)) , i = l . . . L (5.42)

t (k + l) = x a (A; + 1) - (J(L + A) P a (fc + 1)) , i = L + 1 . . . 2L (5.43)

These points are used in the observation function h

i = O... 2L (5.44)

The predicted measurement and its covariance are,

2L

z(fc + l) = YWi-yUk + l) (5.45)
¿=0

S (fc + 1) = 2 ^c [y (fc + 1) - z (fc + 1)1 [y (fc + 1) - z (fc + 1)1 (5.46)

The state-measurement cross-correlation matrix is used to compute the gain
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2L T

¿=0

W(fc + 1) = M(fc + l)S(fc+l)~1 (5.48)

with this gain, the updated state and covariance are computed,

x (fc + 1) = x (fe + 1) + W (fe + 1) (z (fc + 1) - z (fe + 1)) (5.49)

P (fc + 1) = P (fc + 1) - W (fc + 1)S (fc + 1)W (fc + 1)T (5.50)

5.3 Covariance Computation Comparative Analy-
sis

In order to assess the validity of the developed covariance computation method, a
series of simulations were performed. The simulations consisted on computing the
total accumulated covariance of the vehicle's pose, and the increment of this covariance
obtained at each sample time.

Four different methods to compute the pose uncertainty have been used. The first
method is a Monte Cario simulation which will serve as reference for the path the
vehicle performs has been made. The chosen path is a closed circle with a total length
of 400m. Monte Cario simulation was performed by averaging the covariances for each
sample time in a total of 30,000 simulations, in order to have a good estimation of the
real valué for the pose uncertainty. This Monte Cario simulation is compared against
the prediction phase of classical filters, such as EKF and UKF. The Monte Cario
simulation is also compared against the proposed formulation described in Chapter 4.

The first of the remaining methods computes the uncertainty of the pose using
the classical way, consisting into the Jacobian of the kinematic model of the vehicle
[Smith 86], used in the extended Kalman filter equations (EKF). The second method
uses a particle filter based technique, such as the scaled unscented transformation,
used in the Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [Wan 00], which is based on the unscented
transformation (UT) [Julier 95]. Finally, the last method computes the pose estima-
tion and error modelling explained in Chapter 4.

The Figures 5.7 to 5.10, show a comparison between Monte Cario, Jacobian
method used in EKF, the UT method used in UKF, and the presented formulation for
the covariance of the increment of pose at each sample time. Figures 5.7 and 5.9, show
a comparison between Monte Cario, Jacobian method and the presented formulation
for the total covariance of the robot's pose at each sample time. Finally, Figures 5.8
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and 5.10 show the same comparison where applying the UT method, instead of the
Jacobian method. In all the figures, the Abscissa axis represents time steps, while the
Ordinate axis measures the uncertainty in the pose (units are specified under each
graphics).

Looking at the first half of the graphics of clauses (a) (b) (d) of Figures 5.7 to
5.10, it can be seen that as long as the valué of the accumulated uncertainty in the
orientation of the vehicle 9, is small (ao < 15°), the Jacobian based method, the UT,
and the proposed formulae give similar results to those provided by the Monte Cario
simulation. In contrast, as the second half of the graphics of this figures shows, as the
covariance in the orientation of the vehicle grows (as the case at hands, where the robot
is trying to performing a closed circle path using measures from internal noisy sensors)
the computed uncertainty by either the Jacobian method, unscented transformation
method, or the one presented here differ from the Monte Cario simulation results.
As can be noticed, the presented formulation is less affected by this error than
the Jacobian and the UT approaches respectively; thus, the estimation of the ve-
hicle's pose uncertainty, when computed with the presented formulae, is more accurate.

In Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 it can be seen that UT behaves slightly better
than Jacobian estimation in the increments covariance, but behaves almost equally
in the total covariance, meaning that, if updating and correcting sensors are not as
fast as the prediction rate, UT behaves almost equally than Jacobian, for this specific
configuration. Besides that, the formulae developed in this research behaves almost
perfectly in the increments covariance. Better behavior in the total covariance is seen,
with exception of cov (y, y), that finish with a greater difference in regard to the Monte
Cario simulation than the Jacobian and UT.

Another exercise, performing an "S" trajectory, is shown in Figures 5.11 through
5.14. The "S" shape is obtained changing the sign of angle 0 at the half of the simu-
lations. Figures 5.11 and 5.13 compares Monte Cario and the presented formulation
against Jacobian method, while Figures 5.12 and 5.14 compares against UT method.
The results are similar than the those shown in the set of figures from the first exercise:
the presented formulation performs better than Jacobian and UT, and UT performs
slightly better than Jacobian.

A final exercise, depicted in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, is done performing a straight
line. In this case, there is only a comparison between the Jacobian and the developed
formulae. As can be seen, both methods underestimate in cov (a;, a;), and all the
elements involved with x. Although the developed formulae estimates better than
Jacobian, as can be seen in Figure 5.17, it remains a lot lower than the true covariance.
This covariance behaviour is explained because the dispersión in the covariance matrix
is simplified as a perfect ellipsoid, in 3-D dimensions, or an ellipse in 2-D, while the
true covariance in this case, forms a boomerang or banana form, as seen in 5.18, with
big dispersión in the Y axis, but also big dispersión in the X axis at the end of the
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exercise; obviously, this behavior depends on the initial vehicle orientation. One of
the problem is that the covariance matrix just relates two variables, and not all the
involved variables at once. However, múltiple variable estimation is impractical since
the covariance matrix dimensión would grow to the number of variables. To solve
this problem, one solution is to adapt the true covariance to a múltiple number of
Gaussians [Lee-Ling 05], which is not addressed in this investigation.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the pose
increment (Ax, Ay, A6) in different time steps. Bold gray line is a Monte Cario simu-
lation, straight line is traditional Jacobian estimation, and dotted black line is the pre-
sented formulation in this research. The valúes used in this experiment are A 4 = 0.2,

= O.Olm, </)k = 1.125°, ff^ = 3°, L = 1.25m, number of steps - 2,000.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the pose
increment (Aa;, Ay, A9) in different time steps. Bold gray line is a Monte Cario sim-
ulation, straight line is scaled UT, and dotted black line is the presented formulation
in this research. The valúes used in this experiment are Ad*. = 0.2, <7A<¿fc = O.Olm ,
<j)k = 1.125°, a^k = 3°, L = 1.25m, number of steps = 2,000.
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(a) cov (x, x) covariance valúes in m2 (b) cov (a;, y) covariance valúes in m2

(c) cov (x, 9) covariance valúes in mrad (d) cov {y, y) covariance valúes in m2

(e) cov {y, 6) covariance valúes in mrad (f) cov (0,0) covariance valúes in rad2

Figure 5.9: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the diíFerent variables of the pose
(x, y, 6) in diíFerent time steps. Bold gray line is a Monte Cario simulation, straight line
is traditional Jacobian estimation, and dotted black line is the presented formulation
in this research. The valúes used in this experiment are A<4 = 0.2, aAdk — O.Olm ,
<t>k = 1.125°, afa = 3o, L = 1.25m, number of steps = 2,000.
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(a) cov (a;, x) covariance valúes in m2 (b) cov (x, y) covariance valúes in m2

(c) cov (x, 9) covariance valúes in miad (d) cov (y, y) covariance valúes in m2
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Figure 5.10: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the pose
(x, y, 9) in different time steps. Bold gray Une is a Monte Cario simulation, straight Une
is scaled UT, and dotted black Une is the presented formulation in this research. The
valúes used in this experiment are Adfc = 0.2, crAdfe = O.Olm , 4>k = 1.125°, a$k = 3°,
L = 1.25m, number of steps = 2,000.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the
pose increment (Ax, Ay, A9) in different time steps for the "S" trajectory. Bold gray
line is a Monte Cario simulation, straight line is traditional Jacobian estimation, and
dotted black line is the presented formulation in this research. The valúes used in this
experiment are Adk = 0.2, aAdk = O.Olm, </>i...iOoo = 1-125°, 0iooi...2ooo = -1.125°, ,
°4>k — 3°, L = 1.25m, number of steps = 2,000.
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(a) cov (Ax, Ax) covariance valúes in m2 (b) cov (Ax, Ay) covariance valúes in m2

(c) cov (Ax, AO) covariance valúes in mrad (d) cov (Ay, Ay) covariance valúes in m2
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Figure 5.12: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the
pose increment (Ax, Ay, A6) in different time steps for the "S" trajectory. Bold gray
Une is a Monte Cario simulation, straight line is scaled UT, and dotted black line
is the presented formulation in this research. The valúes used in this experiment
are Adk = 0.2, aAdk = O.Olm , 0i...iooo = 1-125°, 0iooi...2ooo = -1-125°, a^ = 3°,
L = 1.25m, number of steps = 2,000.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison for tUe covariance valúes of the different variables of the
pose (x, y, 6) in different time steps for the "S" trajectory. Bold gray Une is a Monte
Cario simulation, straight Une is traditional Jacobian estimation, and dotted black
Une is the presented formulation in this research. The valúes used in this experiment
are Adfc = 0.2, aAdk = O.Olm , ^...ÍQOO = 1-125°, 0iooi...2ooo = -1.125°, a^ = 3°,
L = 1.25m, number of steps = 2,000.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the pose
(x, y, 9) in different time steps for the "S" trajectory. Bold gray Une is a Monte Cario
simulation, straight Une is scaled UT, and dotted black Une is the presented formulation
in this research. The valúes used in this experiment are Adk = 0.2, a&dk = O.Olm ,
0i...iooo = 1.125°, 01OO1...2OOO = -1.125°, a^ = 3°, L = 1.25m, number of steps = 2,000.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the
pose increment (Ax, Ay, A0) in different time steps. Bold gray line is a Monte Cario
simulation, straight line is traditional Jacobian estimation, and dotted black line is
the presented formulation in this research. The valúes used in this experiment are
Adk = 0.2, a±dk = O.Olm , <f>k = 0.0°, <7^ = 2°, L = 1.25m, number of steps = 10,000.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the pose
(x, y, 9) in different time steps. Bold gray Une is a Monte Cario simulation, straight Une
is traditional Jacobian estimation, and dotted black Une is the presented formulation
in this research. The valúes used in this experiment are Adfe = 0.2, a&dk = O.Olm,
(f)k = 0.0°, o^ = 2°, L = 1.25m, number of steps = 10,000.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison for the covariance valúes of cov (x, x) in different time steps.
Straight line is traditional Jacobian estimation, and dotted black line is the presented
formulation in this research. The valúes used in this experiment are the same as the
previous figure.
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Figure 5.18: Dispersión of the trajectory of a vehicle in a straight line, abscissa and
ordinate axis are in meters.
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Chapter 6

Implementation and Experiments

This chapter describes the different phases of the automation process of an utilitarian
vehicle, including its main modifications. As previously stated, the phases are: Anal-
ysis, Characterization and Modeling, Design, Implementation, and Laboratory and
Field Tests. Besides the automation process, the vehicle's control architecture is shown.

Finally, data fusión experiments are shown and analyzed, in which sensors such as
GPS, compass and gyroscope are fused with odometry seeking to reduce the vehicle's
uncertainty.

6.1 Vehicle
The vehicle to automate is the Johnson Industries' Super Truck model, developed for
manual operation, as shown in Figure 6.1, which is intended to perform path following
tasks. Table 6.1 shows the vehicle's basic characteristics.

6.2 Architecture
The implemented architecture is shown in Figure 6.2. The architecture has an array of
four ATMEL microcontrollers: one for sensing the steering angle, another for control-
ling the steering angle, a third one to control the velocity and the last microcontroUer is
used to perform trajectory following operations as well as sensor data retrieving from
compass and gyroscope. As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, the architecture is
modular and hierarchical. More elements or modules can be easily added in this kind
of architectures.

89
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Figure 6.1: Johnson Industries Super Truck model.

Table 6.1: Super Truck characteristics
Given by provider
Dimensions
Payload
Weight
Máximum weight
Traction

Power source
Other characteristics

Obtained by analysis
Distance between axes
Minimum right turn ra-
dius
Minimum left turn radius
Máximum velocity
Máximum torque to
move the steering wheel
Máximum velocity in fíat
surfaces
Máximum acceleration in
fíat surfaces
Minimum braking time
from max. vel. to 0

3.0226m length, 1.27 m width, 1.0414 m height
1600 Ib including passengers
1400 Ib
3000 Ib
5 hp DC motor with oversized brushes coupled to the
rear axis
Six rechargeable 6 volt commercial deep cycle batteries
Manual lift bed, panic shutdown system, horn, backup
alarm, key switch, front and rear lights, overheating
alarm, F/R switch w/electrical contractor system

1.25 m
1.17 m

1.76 m
20 Km/h
15 Nm

22 km /h

2.5 m/s2

2 s
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User

Steering Power Steering Sensor Electrical Signáis Control

Figure 6.2: Instantiated architecture. The architecture is modular and hierarchical.
The lines represent the transference of data. The four microcontrollers are the tra-
jectory Control, serving as master of the Velocity control and the Steering Control
microcontrollers. Finally the Steering Sensor microcontroUer sends data about the
steering angle to the Steering Control.

6.3 Automation Methodology

The automation phases will be shown in the following subsections, from the analysis
of the vehicle to automate, to the result, which is an automated vehicle prototype.
Different vehicle's systems are analyzed and modified in order to fulfill this objective.
For illustration purposes, the steering system automation [González Palacios 05] is
described.

6.3.1 Analysis

This phase was previously addressed in [Gutiérrez 04], in which a geometric anal-
ysis to derive robotic systems configurations and an analytical definition of a
basic configuration to perform a given task into a particular environment were
given. That research used engineering metrics and principies, to derive mathemat-
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yf-

xf X

Figure 6.3: kinematic Model of a bicycle, as described in Chapter 4.

ical expressions for selecting the main components that achieve the basic configuration.

Table 6.1 shows different characteristics of the vehicle, which has an Ackermann
steering mechanism, and rear traction by the means of a differential gear impulsed by
an electric 5 hp motor. The first block of characteristics are provided by the vehicle's
company, while the second block were obtained by analysis.

6.3.2 Characterization and Modeling
Since the proposed architecture in Chapter 3 emphasizes the vehicle's kinematic
model, this is the first model to obtain. The model identifies the variables that allow
controlling the vehicle with autonomy. The Super Truck model uses an Ackerman
direction, which simplifies the vehicle's model complexity to that of a bicycle one, as
depicted in Figure 6.3, especially in low speeds.

However, this type of vehicles cannot rotate without changing its position (x,y),
and it cannot move directly in a parallel direction of the rear axis. This kind
of kinematic restrictions are called non-holonomic [Latombe 91]. This model was
described in detall in Chapter 4.

Analyzing the model from the figure the following variables are shown:

x: Position x of the center of the rear axis of the car.

y: Position y of the center of the rear axis.
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9: Angle of the vehicle with respect to X axis.
1

(j>: Angle of the front axis with respect to the orientation of 6.

L: Distance between the frontal and rear axes of the vehicle

Vim. Tangential speed of the vehicle.

R: Radius of the described circumference.

The tangential displacement of the center of the rear axis Adk is,

A4 = Vk~\+VkAT (6.1)

where AT is the sample time between moments k — 1 and k. Adk is written also as:

Adk = A9kRk (6.2)

Adk Adk A4 tan0 f e
k = ~ R ~ = ^ = 1 (6"3)

As stated in Chapter 4, and assuming small increments of the angle 9,

Axk = Adk eos
(6.4)

Prom these formulae it is clear that in order to move the car autonomously it is
necessary to control two variables: Adk and <f>k. It is worth mentioning that those
variables correspond to the ones a human driver manipulates through the accelerator
and steering wheel. Prom this analysis, the main áreas are addressed: the actuation
and sensing control of the velocity, and steering systems, also with the necessary
elements to control the vehicle's main electrical signáis.

Besides the kinematic model, other models describing different characteristics of
components such as motors, actuators, mechanisms, etc., are required. In Figure 6.4
a CAD 3-D model of the automobile is shown, which is used in other phases of the
automation such as the automation.

6.3.3 Design and Implementation of the Steering Sensor and
Actuator

The automation of the steering system would be used to show the methodology's next
phases: design and implementation.
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Figure 6.4: CAD model of the original vehicle. This model is used to design and
manufacture changes and complementary mechanisms in the automation process.

Figure 6.5: Mechanical model of the steering system without automation.
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Table 6.2: Scoring and selection of the different steering system solutions
[González Palacios 05]. Each property has an importance valué, which is multiplied
by the evaluation (E) of this property on each manipulation option. Finally, the mul-
tiplied valúes (V) are added up and the option with better score is selected.

Properties

Coupling

Simple use

Power
Dimensions
Modifications

Sensing

Easy implementation
Cost
Manual Option
Easy mode change
Power consumption
Smallness
In the structure
Mechanism
Precisión
Easy coupling

Importance

5
5
5
4
5
4
3
5
5
5
Score

Manipulation
Wheel

E

6
5
10
2
1
5
3
8
10
10

V
30
25
50
8
5
20
9
40
50
50

287

Ackermann
Bar

E
5
5
10
5
2
6
9
5
8
10

V
25
40
50
20
10
24
27
25
40
50

311

Steering
Wheel

E
8
8
10
8
6
5
6
10
6
10

V
40
40
50
32
30
20
18
50
30
50

360

Design loop

After the modeling phase, and once the variables to control are addressed, the design
loop is the next phase in the sequence.

First, proposals for the automation of every addressed área are performed;
then, a rigorous selection takes place using techniques such as quality function
deployment (QFD), in which diverse aspects are taken into account and quali-
fied, in such a way the best proposal is selected. Simulations and models of the
proposals are included in the process of the selection. Once a proposal is chosen,
a simulation cycle tries to find as many corrections as possible, improving the proposal.

In the ITESM vehicle various systems and additions were proposed. One of the
principal modifications involved the steering control, shown in Figure 6.5. A motor
was included to manipúlate the steering wheel, and a sensor was mounted to sense the
steering angle near to the wheel.

The systematic procedure to select a proposed solution consists on the following
steps:

• Several feasible solutions are proposed.

• The most important properties of each solutions are highlighted.

• An importance valué is assigned to each property.
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• The properties of each proposal are evaluated in a 0 to 10 scale.

• The total score of each proposal is adding up the multiplication of each proposal's
property and its importance valué.

• The proposal with highest score is the selected one.

Table 6.2 shows the scoring of three different solutions to the steering actuation
problem, which are: manipulation in the wheels, manipulation in the Ackermann
bar and manipulation in the steering wheel. The main properties of interest are also
shown in the table.

As an example, in the table the precisión property has an importance of 5. The
evaluation of each solution is 10, 8 and 6 for the wheel, Ackermann bar and steering
wheel solutions, respectively, obtaining multiplication valúes of 50, 40 and 30. These
valúes mean that, regarding the precisión obtained using the presented actuator
solutions, the best suited is the wheel option and the least suited is the steering wheel
option. Other example is the power consumption property, in which the steering angle
option is better evaluated than the other options.

Finally, considering all the properties the manipulation in the steering angle is the
best option.

The selected system consists of a DC motor coupled to the steering wheel. Figures
6.6 and 6.7 show the CAD models of the actuator and the sensor respectively. These
models were the final output of the improvement cycle; several simulation tests were
then applied to the system (mechanical, electronic, and from a control point of view).
Note that printed circuit boards to control and to power the steering actuator are
required, as well as the necessary code to control these systems.

Implementation

The next step is the implementation loop. This phase includes the construction of the
hardware and software needed to build the designed system.

Using the example of the steering system, Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the implemen-
tation and assembly of the systems.

The actuator mechanism, shown in Figure 6.8 consists on a DC motor that moves
the steering wheel. A pair of gears transfers the forcé of the motor to the steering
wheels. This mechanism is easily detachable, allowing the human driving mode of the
vehicle.
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Figure 6.6: Mechanical model of the steering control actuator.

Figure 6.7: Mechanical model of the steering sensor.
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(a) Coupled mechanism (b) Decoupled mechanism

(c) Motion transfer gear

Figure 6.8: Steering actuator. The mechanism consists on a DC motor attached to
the steering wheel. Bevel gears are used to transfer the movement of the motor to the
wheel.

(a) Steering sensor (b) Coupled transducer

Figure 6.9: Steering sensor. A potentiometer attached to one of the wheels sense the
steering angle <fi, with a minimum system.
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(a) View of the wheel from below the
vehicle, the grooved sheet attached to
the vehicle's brake drum is shown

(b) Another view of the wheel. The
optical sensor is shown, with its power
and communication cable

(c) Electronic potentiometers

Figure 6.10: Implementation of velocity's controller and sensor. The controller is
marked with a box.

(a) Original control panel (b) Relays board that allows an automatic
control of electrical signáis.

Figure 6.11: Automation of the vehicle's control panel
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The sensor mechanism, shown in Figure 6.9 consists on a potentiometer attached
to the rotating axis of the frontal left wheel and a minimum system used to sense
the potentiometer's voltage and to provide adequate communication to a higher level
module. Note that, in order to hold the potentiometer, a "V" sheet is used, which is
shown in Figure 6.9(b).

6.3.4 Automation of the Velocity Sensor and Control of Elec-
trical Signáis

Using the same methodology, described to implement the steering system, the velocity
system and the electrical systems are automated. Figures 6.10 and 6.11(b) show the
implementations.

Regarding to the velocity case, grooved sheets are glued to the rear drums,
and optic sensors are placed in order to count the grooves of the sheets. The
sensors produce pulses which are recorded by a minimum system. In the velocity
control, the vehicle originally has a motor controller which is actuated by an ana-
log potentiometer whit in the vehicle's throttle. To automate this part, a digital
potentiometer array, shown in Figure 6.10(c) was implemented, the valué of the dig-
ital potentiometer, as well as the vehicle's velocity is controlled with a minimal system.

The electrical panel of the vehicle allows to turn on the vehicle and its lights, and
to choose forward/backward direction, as shown in Figure 6.11(a). To control these
electrical signáis, they are manipulated through a relay board which selects between
manual signáis and those produced by the system.

6.3.5 Field Testing
Human driven trajectories around a 60 x 40ra rectangle were performed, 6 were driven
counterclockwise and 4 were driven clockwise. Figure 6.12 shows the results, in which
only odometric sensors were considered.

The rectangle vertexes coordinates of the counterclockwise trajectory are (0,0),
(60,0), (60,40), (0,40) and (0,0). While for the clockwise rectangle the vertexes
are, (0,0), (40,0), (40,-60), (0,-60) and (0,0). The vehicle starts in (0,0) with
an orientation of 0o with respect to the X-axis. Results of the final pose of the run
trajectories are shown in Table 6.3. Thus, the curve displacement correspond to the
accumulated odometry error.

To test the steering control, an "eight" shape trajectory was commanded. The
eight path consisted of 16 trajectory points. Each circle of the "eight" path had a 9
m. radius, so the total length of the trajectory was approximately 113 m. Average
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50

-20 90

Figure 6.12: Sensed trajectories traveling around a rectangle of 60 x 40m. Ten tra-
jectories were performed starting from the same point, six traveling counterclockwise
(upper rectangles), and four clockwise (lower rectangles). The difference in the rect-
angles is because the vehicle starts with an orientation of zero aligned to the X-axis.
Gray rectangles are the ideal performed trajectories.
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(a) Point 1 (b) Point 2 (c) Point 4

(d) Point 6 (e) Point 8 (f) Point 10

(g) Point 12 (h) Point 14 (i) Goal point

Figure 6.13: Trajectory performed by the VA. An eight form trajectory consisting on
16 points is sent to the vehicle, the images show the vehicle's execution at different
points.
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Table 6.3: Estimated final poses of the manual trajectories, real trajectories start and
end at (0,0).

Trajectory
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Direction
clockwise
counterclockwise
counterclockwise
counterclockwise
clockwise
counterclockwise
clockwise
counterclockwise
clockwise
counterclockwise

X(m)
6.077
1.268
2.018
0.117
1.366

-2.382
-2.127
-4.231
1.075
0.106

Y(m)
0.360

-4.504
-6.021
-2.099
-1.471
-2.288
-4.092
5.155

-0.999
3.274

en
1.299

-1.348
-1.215
-1.289
1.452

-1.432
1.559

-1.607
1.442

-1.490

error2

37.063
21.902
40.337
4.423
4.033

10.914
21.276
44.490

2.155
10.734

error of these series of tests was less than 2 meters. Figure 6.13 shows different slides
of the real test.

6.4 Vehicle Prototype

The result of the application of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 6.14.
The principal additions and modifications to the vehicle are:

• An actuator and a sensor in order to manipúlate the steering angle. The system
contain mechanical, electrical, electronic and software elements.

• Digital actuator to manipúlate the speed of the car.

• A speed sensor on the rear axis wheels.

• Proper interface of sensors and actuators to a microcontroller.

• A microcontroller network in a hierarchical configuration.

• Integration of a GPS sensor.

• Integration of an one-axis gyroscope.

• Integration of a magnetic compass.

• Software algorithms and protocols.

• A computer interface between the vehicle control unit and the human operator.
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Steering
Actuator

Microcontrollers
Panel

GPS, Gyroscope and
Compass Sensors

Figure 6.14: Main modifications on the vehicle. The main modified áreas are the
vehicle's steering and velocity systems, in which a sensor, an actuator and a controller
were implemented in both cases. A steering limit switch as well as the microcontrollers
panel are also presented.

6.5 Data Fusión Experiments

In Chapter 4 an expression for the uneertainty in the odometry pose estímate of a
robot or autonomous vehicle is proposed. To assess the effectiveness of the model,
henee eomputing the uneertainty assoeiated with the odometry pose estímate of an
AV, an experiment was designed and run using the AV previously described. A 60 x
40 m rectangular path, marked on the floor of the ITESM parking lot, was followed
while manually driving the AV. Data from internal sensors (encoders and steer angle),
as well as compass, GPS and gyroscope measurements were gathered during execution.

Now, Figures 6.15 and 6.16 shows the results using the data fusión scheme in
Chapter 5. Four trajectories are estimated:

• The first one considers only odometric measurements. The path covariance was
computed using the equations developed in this research.

• The second one fuses GPS and odometry using the probabilistic approach handed
in Chapter 5, considering correlation between sensors.
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50 r

40

30

20

10

0

-10

Odometry
Odo. and GPS
Odo.,GPS and compass
Odo.,GPS, compass and gyro
Desired trajectory

-10 0 10 20 30
X(m)

40 50 60 70

Figure 6.15: Performed rectangular path. The proposed path starts at the origin (0,0)
advancing counterclockwise to complete a round trip. Dashed line with circle markers
is the trajectory measured by plain odometry. Line with square markers is the fusión
of odometry and GPS. Line with upward-pointing triangles represents the fusión of
odometry, GPS and compass. Finally, line with downward-pointing triangles shows
the fusión of odometry, GPS, compass and gyroscope. Star markers are the corners of
the desired rectangle path.
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Figure 6.16: Performed rectangular path. The proposed path starts at the origin
(0,0) advancing clockwise to complete a round trip. Dashed line with circle markers
is the trajectory measured by plain odometry. Line with square markers is the fusión
of odometry and GPS. Line with upward-pointing triangles represents the fusión of
odometry, GPS and compass. Finally, line with downward-pointing triangles shows
the fusión of odometry, GPS, compass and gyroscope. Star markers are the corners of
the desired rectangle path.
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• The third one fuses odometry, GPS and compass measurements using the prob-
abilistic approach for GPS and odometry, and the covariance intersection algo-
rithm for the fusión with compass data.

• Finally, the last one fuses odometry, GPS, compass and gyroscope.

Figures 6.17 and 6.18 do a comparative analysis of the covariance growth, as in
Chapter 5, using Monte Cario, Jacobian, unscented transformation, and the developed
formulae. As the previous chapter, the presented formulae gets better results than
Jacobian and UT.

In order to obtain a better evaluation of these methods, the eigenvalues of the
presented formulation, Jacobian and UT are compared against the eigenvalues of the
Monte Cario simulation.

From equation (4.49) from Chapter 4,

cov = QkhQk

is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of cov

(6.5)

ev-n,n

(6.6)

finally, the eigenvalues are compared against the ones obtained using Monte Cario
approach,

diff =
¿=i

(6.7)

(*) could be Jacobian, UT, or the developed formulation. diff represents how
cióse the different methods are to the Monte Cario covariance. Results are shown in
Figure 6.19 in which the developed formulae is closer to the Monte Cario covariance
than the other two techniques.

When fusing data from GPS and odometry and using correlation, the gain term
Gk is highly sensible to the valué of the cross covariance term Cov^GPS, even giving
illogical results when this term is very high. In order to prevent this situation, the
following equation for the cross covariance term is used:

Covod-GPS - 1
(6.8)

which always gives valid valúes of Gk- As shown in Appendix F.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the
rectangular trajectory of Figure 6.16 using real data (Ax, Ay, A0) between Monte
Cario Simulation, Jacobian, the presented formulation in this research and UT. The
valúes used in this run are a¿fc = 3o, L = 1.25m. Adk, aAdk and 4>k vary according the
measured data.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison for the covariance valúes of the different variables of the
rectangular trajectory of Figure 6.16 using real data (x,y,0) between Monte Cario
Simulation, Jacobian, the presented formulation in this research and UT. The valúes
used in this run are u^ = 3o, L = 1.25m. A4, aA4 and 0fc vary according the
measured data.
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Figure 6.19: Difference of eigenvalues of Jacobian, UT and the developed formulation
against Monte Cario simulation for the trajectory performed in Figure 6.16

Figure 6.20: Covariance cov (x, x) (dashed line) and cov (y, y) (dotted Une) for the path
run in Figure 6.16, considering fusión of odometry, GPS, compass and gyroscope. As
can be seen, covariance is reduced by a factor of 100 with respect to the previous figure.
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Figure 6.20 shows the covariance of (x) and (y) computed with fusión of all the
sensors available. As compared against 6.18, the covariance using fusión is reduced to
less than a lm2.

Figure 6.21 shows the covariance of (x) with and without considering correlation.
It is clear that, if correlation is not considered, uncertainty could be underestimated.

From the figures it is clear that the addition of redundant sensors improve the
estimations and the performance of the vehicle. Besides that, taking into account
correlation, using the probabilistic approach and the CI algorithm, helps to not
overestimate pose accuracy.

Finally, Figure 6.22 and Table 6.4 show the quadratic error of the four trajectories
shown in Figure 6.15. This error is computed by adding up the non-intersected áreas
of the performed and the desired trajectories. As the table shows, the third and fourth
scheme shows better results than the first two.

Table 6.4: Quadratic error of the trajectories of Figure 6.15
Used sensors | Quadratic error (m2)
Odometry
Odometry and GPS
Odometry, GPS and compass
Odometry, GPS, compass and gyroscope

305.2644
223.5154
87.4042
84.1981
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Figure 6.21: Covariance of cov (x, x) considering odometry and GPS fusión. The upper
line considers correlation between these measurements, while the lower line does not.
As depicted, it is almost a factor of 4 between the covariances.
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Figure 6.22: Quadratic error of the trajectories of Figure 6.15. Non-intersected áreas
between the performed and the desired trajectories are painted.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis deals with the automation of commercial vehicles, from the design and
implementation of the different components to brand autonomy to the vehicle, to the
successful execution of the vehicle's task. A methodology to automate a vehicle was
introduced, as well as the selected control architecture and its elements. One element
of main interest for this research was the pose estimation, in which novel ideas to
calcúlate the vehicle's pose uncertainty are developed. This chapter summarizes the
main contributions and outlines the future directions of this research work.

7.1 Summary

Designing an Autonomous Vehicle (AV) consists of selecting a vehicle originally
designed for human drive, and installing the necessary components and systems to
carry out the required tasks with autonomy, such as mining vehicles. In this way,
all the mechanical and locomotion knowledge and expertise of the vehicle's builder
remains. AV's have generated great interest in recent years due to their capacity to
perform repetitive tasks in remote or harmful environments with extreme operating
conditions. The applications and tasks of these devices vary from the transportation
of material, to the exploration of planet's sur faces.

In order to reach the required level of autonomy, several elements must be added
to the vehicle such as actuators and sensors. To organize and control these elements
a control architecture for Autonomous Vehicles has been proposed in this research.
The proposed architecture makes abstraction of the whole vehicle using the kinematic
model, its structure is modular and hierarchical, and its modules or elements increase
in number and complexity as the task requires it. This architecture although mainly
hierarchical also contains reactive elements, allowing the vehicle to respond fast
enough to unexpected events such as obstacle intrusión.

We also have proposed a methodology to convert a commercial vehicle into an AV.
The methodology of automation used in this work receives as input a configuration of
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elements, and provides as output a prototype of autonomous vehicle. The method-
ology consists of the following steps: analysis, characterization, design, simulation,
implementation, and, at last, lab and field tests. The aim of this methodology seeks
to obtain a more systematic way to automate vehicles, specially those which have an
Ackerman type steering mechanism.

In addition, due to the importance that the pose estimation has in the overall
performance of an autonomous vehicle, an error model is presented in this work. The
error model seeks to obtain a more precise form of the pose uncertainty of the vehicle.
It relies in the kinematic analysis of the vehicle in which different position estimation
equation models were proposed and compared, selecting one of them. Complementing
the error model, a novel covariance model is developed.

Finally, the fusión technique is presented, in which the formulation for the
odometry error model before mentioned and correlation between different sensors
have been considered in the fusión method, using the intersection covariance algorithm.

In order to validate the architecture, methodology, estimation and fusión tech-
niques, an utilitarian compact vehicle used in mining industry has been automated.
The vehicle is the Super Truck model of Johnson Industries Inc., which has been
automated in its steering and velocity systems, as well as its control panel. All the
implementation was done following the proposed methodology, with successful results.
Besides the odometric sensors in the vehicle's velocity and direction, GPS, compass
and gyroscope sensors were characterized and employed to estimate the vehicle's pose.
The control architecture proposed in this research has been implemented and tested
in the vehicle, and estimation and fusión experiments were performed.

7.2 Contribuí ions

The main contributions of this research are:

1. A methodology to automate a vehicle, based on the use and adaptation of
conventional vehicles produced during decades of engineering, seeking to obtain
a more systematic way to automate vehicles.

2. Definition of a modular and hierarchical control architecture to control an
Autonomous Vehicle. This architecture relies highly in the analysis of the
kinematic module of the vehicle, and although it is hierarchical it considers
reactive behaviour.

3. An uncertainty model which includes:
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(a) Analysis of different approximations of the vehicle kinematic model,
obtaining better discrete position estimation equations. This analysis have
shown that it is not extremely necessary to have high sample frequencies
having a more accurate model.

(b) An error model for the kinematic model that obtains a expression of the
vehicle covariance. This approach considers white noise Gaussian errors,
but it is not limited to this particular distribution, on the inputs of the
vehicle's model, expanding elements to find covariance expressions.

(c) The development of a covariance computation technique using the error
model mentioned before, which obtains better performance than traditional
methods, such as Jacobian and unscented transformation methods. This
method does not use Taylor expansión to obtain the covariance. However,
this approach could lead to long mathematical expressions.

4. A definition of a scheme to fuse several and different data sensors, considering
correlation between the variables using the covariance intersection algorithm.
Allowing not to overestimate the vehicle's pose covariance.

7.2.1 Practical Contributions

In order to validate all the before mentioned main contributions, a number of practical
issues were tackled through the transformation of a commercial vehicle into an AV. The
utilitarian mining vehicle is from Johnson Industries ©, and was named "Johnny". The
vehicle includes:

1. Implementation of the sensors and actuators in order to brand autonomy to the
vehicle.

2. A physical architecture of microcontrollers that follows the structure of the
one introduced in this research. This architecture was part of the automa-
tion process. The architecture was developed entirely in the ITESM laboratories.

3. An interface to control and opérate the AV. The main contribution on this
application was the addition of the uncertainty estimation and data fusión
schemes developed in this research. This application was created and improved
by ITESM students over the years.
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7.3 Conclusions

The vehicle's automation process was assisted by the introduced methodology, giving
guidelines to deal with every aspect of the vehicle's automation.

The introduced architecture, defined in the automation process, has been success-
fully tested in outdoors experiments performing path following tasks, validating the
architecture in both theoretical and practical points of view. However, additional
elements that were only mentioned in this research, such as obstacle avoidance, need
to be implemented in order to increase the vehicle's complexity of the tasks and the
robustness of the system.

Prom the defined architecture, the state estimation element has great importance
in the performance of the vehicle. Therefore, an estimation method was developed in
this research. The method obtained better results, regarding uncertainty estimation,
than traditional methods such as Jacobian and unscented transformation. However, if
the number of variables to represent the state increase, using this solution could lead
to big mathematical expressions, turning this method difficult to use.

The pose estimation calculation used the kinematic model of the vehicle to obtain
the covariance equations. Also, the estimation analysis obtained some constraints that
need to be respected so the vehicle could perform properly. However, this analysis
holds only in relative small velocities, which it was good enough in the conducted
experiments. Increasing the vehicle's velocities could turn in a great loss of accuracy.

In the same way, the fusión scheme based on the covariance intersection algorithm
worked properly, not overestimating the vehicle's pose uncertainty. Nevertheless, only
Gaussian errors were consider in this research.

Finally, a lot of experiments were conducted in order to obtain a prototype AV
that could perform autonomous trajectories. In the final experiments, the vehicle was
able to follow a desired path with an error of less than 3 meters when fusing odometry
and GPS and less than 1 meter when fusing odometry, GPS, compass and gyroscope
measurements. Besides that, considering correlation in the fusión scheme helps to
estimate the vehicle's uncertainty better.

It is worth mention that most of the used sensors implemented on the vehicle are
very economical and are far away from being state of the art, i.e. the GPS model used
in the experiments is quite oíd speaking in electronic devices terms, this concludes
that, thanks to reliable techniques in the calculation of the vehicle pose's uncertainty
and data fusión, it is not required to have very precise sensors in order to obtain good
estimations.
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7.4 Future Directions
The automated vehicle presented in this research is not equipped with sensors that
allow it to perceive its environment, so the integration of these kind of sensors, such
as sonars, lasers and cameras are required in order to grant the vehicle reactive
behaviour and construct maps from these measurements. Since the proposed archi-
tecture is modular, it is easy to intégrate these kind of elements. However, since
this part was only defined in the architecture, improvements could be done in this área.

Another point regarding estimation, could be the use of different type of stochastic
errors, not only Gaussian errors, using this approach. However, this could lead to
much more difñcult equations and a computational complexity increase.

Regarding the pose equations, in this research only kinematic analysis was
obtained, so a dynamical analysis in future researches is highly desired, allowing a
more accurate vehicle's pose while traveling at higher speeds, and the use of other
type of sensors such as accelerometers.

Other improvement regarding estimation, the inclusión in the vehicle's pose of a
model of the errors and perturbations of the sensors employed could lead to more
accurate pose estimations, traducing into a better vehicle performance.

In error propagation, since the covariance matrix does not hold the real distribution
form of the system's evolution (the banana shape form seen in chapter 5), an approach
of matching this form to known forms, such Gaussian variables, could be done in order
to better the obtained covariance.

Regarding data fusión, the covariance intersection algorithm does not overesti-
mate the covariance, however, this means that the covariance is underestimated.
This is because the crossed covariance between different sensors is difficult to obtain.
Thus methods to calcúlate correctly the crossed covariance between sensors are desired.

With respect to the architecture's physical structure, the use of a standardized
communication protocol between the architecture's microcontrollers, such as CAN,
could improve the vehicle. Although, to perform this change, proper interface boards
between the microcontrollers and the CAN controllers are required.
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Appendix A

Equations of the Kinematic Model

Reviewing from Chapter 4, a kinematic model of the robot appearing in Figure 4.2 is
used, from which the actual pose Pk, is computed:

xk yk dk }
T (A.l)

The pose is updated incrementally:

A = A- i + APfc (A.2)

where:

xk = xk-i
Vk = Vk-i + Ayfc (A.3)

and:

Ayfc

Considering:

cov

(A.4)

= Adfc + eAdk where eAdk « N(0,a¿dk) (A.5)

0fe = 0fc + £̂ fc where £0fc « iV(O, cr̂ fe) (A.6)

From the covariance definition:

[Pfc] = cov [Pfe-i + APfe]

= cov [P fc-i^-i] + cov [A-iAPfc
T] + cov [ A P ^ - J + cov [APfcAPj] (A.7)
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By doing the following considerations: first, cov \Pk] is recursive and initialized to
0; second, the vehicle's previous pose and its increment are independent, thus the cross
covariance terms are neglected. The term of interest is cov | APkj:

(A.8)E [APk] = E
Developing the expected valúes:

- E [AA] E [AP?]

E

E

E

V E

AxkAxl
AykAxl
A6kAxl

E

E
E

AxkAyl
^mAg
'AékAyt

E

E

E

AxkA6T
k

AykA6l
'A§kA9T )

(A.9)

E [APk] E [API] = E [Ayk] E

E [A§k] E AxI
E [Ayk] E

E [A0k] E

E

E

E

[Axk]

[Ayk]

[A9k]

E

E

E
Aél
A ^ /

(A.10)
We are going to obtain all the elements from equations (A.9) and(A.lO), including

those developed in Chapter 4.

Obtaining E \Axk

E [Axfc (A£fc)
T] = E

= E

Adk eos

(A4)

A9k Adfe eos
A6k

2

eos

eos (A.ll)

expanding the cosine and considering A ^ small, equations 4.17 and 4.18 are applied,

E [Axk (Axk)
T] = - E (A4)2 (l + eos (24-i) - sin

f--E[(A4)2co

- i ) A0

where the following equivalences have been used:

eos2 (o) = - (1 + eos (2a))

cos(a ± (3) = eos (a) eos (/?) q= sin (a) sin (/?)

(A.12)

(A.13)

(A.14)
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Developing the first term of equation A. 12,

ÍE[(A¿fc)
2] = ^E [(A4 + eAdJ (A4 + eAdk)}

= ^E [Adl\ + \E {eAdk\ + \ E [AdkeAdk] + ^E [eAdk Adk]
(A.15)

the expected valué of a Gaussian variable is given in Appendix B, thus, the result is,

For the second term of equation A. 12,

ÍE [(A4)2cos(20fc-i)] = ((A4)2 + a2
Adk) (cos2(4-i) - \) (A.17)

And, finally, for the third term,

= - sin(0fc_i) cos(4-i)E I (Adfc)
3 tan

= - sin (4-i) eos (0fc_i) E [(A¿fe)
3] E [tan 4 ]

(A.18)

r *̂ i
E í A 4 j is developed as equation A.15. Besides this, physical considerations on the

steer-angle measurement have been taken into account in order to solve E [tan (4>k)\

^ E [ ( A 4 ) 2 sin(2efc_1)A(9fc] = | sin (<?fc-i) eos (9k^) ((Adkf + 3Adka
2
Adk) ...

...tan(</»fe

Defining the constants fci and fc2 as:

fc (A.20)

k2 = j ( ( A 4 ) 3 + 3 A 4 + <?2
Adk) (A.21)
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Finally obtaining:

E [Axfe (Axk)
T] = ki eos2 (4 - i ) - h sin (4 - i ) eos (4 - i ) tan (0fc +

Developing E ¡Axk (Ayk)
T]:

A4 sin

(A.22)

E[Axk(Aykf] = E Atfccos

= 2E[(A^)2(s i l

considering A9k small,

sin (2^-i) eos eos (2^-1) sin

(A.23)

eosE[Axk(Aykf] = ^E[(A4)2 (si

= ^E [(A4)2 sin (2^-i)] + ^E [(A4)2 eos

= y sin (2^-i) + y eos (2&-1) tan (0fc + e0max) (A.24)

In the last equalities the following equivalences and assumptions have been used:

sin (2a) = 2 sin (a) eos (a)

sin (a ± /?) = sin (a) eos (/5) ± eos (a) sin (/?)

Developing E

E ¡Axk
2 / L

. . . -sin^fc_ijsm

tan (4)

fc_ijs

eos (4 - i ) eos
'A9k

I y I I

. . . - ^ sin (0fc_!) E tan
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= icos(4-i)EÍ(Adfc E

E [tan tan

. . . - —sin \Ok-i) tan2 {<j)k + £</,max)

The foUowing equivalences and assumptions have been used:

eos (a ± 0) = eos (a) eos (/?) T sin (a) sin (/?)

Developing E [Ayk (Ayk)
T]:

E[Ayfc(Ayfe)
T] = E

= 2 E

- e o s

- eos sin(A4)

(Adfc)2] - - eos (20fc-i) E i (A4)21 • •

— sin (20fe_i) E (Adfc) E [tan (<¡

= —- (1 — eos (2#fc_1J ) + —- sin (2t'fe_1) tan

The foUowing equivalences and assumptions have been used:

+

sin2 (a) = - (1 - eos (2a))

eos (a ± /3) = eos (a) eos (/3) T sin (a) sin (/?)

Developing E \Ayk

E = E !fcsin 0fc_i + — ^ — 4 t a n

. . . + eos Bk-i smLi) sh tan

(A.25)

f A.26)
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= i sin (^_i) E

sin (t/fc_i) + eos

) [tan

tan

22? C ° S E

• • • + ~ eos (Ok-i) tan
^ 2 ___ (¿ \ J .___2

= y s i n (^- i ) tan O* + ê max) • • •
f 1 \ o ,

The foUowing equivalences and assumptions have been used:

sin (a ± 0) = sin (a) eos {0) ± eos (a) sin (0)

Developing E A9k

E[A9k(A9k)
T] = tan tan

= ¿ E [(A4)2] E [tan2

Obtaining the elements of the matrix equation (A. 10):

E [AA] =
A9h

= E

Adfccos(0fc_i) - f¿sin(6>fe_i

E [APfe¡ = I A4sin(4-i) - fecos(4-i
A¿fc

L

(A.27)

(A.28)

(A.29)

(A.30)

Finally, the uncertainty in the odometry pose estimate will be given by subtracting
the two recently computed matrices: equation (A.9) and (A. 10).



Appendix B

Expected Valué of Some
Trigonometric Functions of a
Gaussian Random Variable

In order to obtain the expected valué of a trigonometric function of a Gaussian
variable Z ~ M (0, a) , the first step is to use a Taylor series expansión. For the case
of the sine function [Abramowitz 64] is:

As the expected valué is a linear operator, the expected valué of the series is the
sum of the expected valúes of its parts:

^ ^ ^ .. . (B.2)

It is well known that for a Gaussian random variable, the expectancy valúes of
powers of a zero-mean Gaussian distribution are:

E [Z] = 0

E[Z 3 ]=0
E [Z4] = 3a4

In general, the following equation holds:

0, n is odd
E[Zn\Z~N{0,<r)] = { -f7*U-, niseven (B.4)
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Now, and since the sine decomposition contains only odd powered elements:

oo / i \n

= E
oo / i \n

(0) = 0 (B.5)

An equal procedure is done to obtain the expected valué for the cosine function:

E[cos(Z)] - E Z2n

n=o (2n)¡ j
( -1)" a2n (2n)!

oo /" i \ n

)! (2")

(B.6)

Now, we develop some expressions which have been used throughout the thesis:

E[Zsin(Z)] = E (-ir

(-1)" a2n+2(2n

-E [Z2"+2]

¿ S («)! (2n) ¿ S (n)! (2")

Ê
0 W

(B.7)

E[Zcos(Z)] = E
^ 0 ( 2 n ) !

2n+l

= 0 (B.8)



Appendix C

Jacobian for Covariance Growth

Let Aqk = (Axqk,Ayqk,A9qk) the new estimated pose, with reference on local
coordinates Pfc_! = (xk-i, yk-\, #fc-i)T- Thus, Aqk is the movement of the vehicle with
respect to the local system of coordinates in the previous time,

Pfe-i = 0) (C.l)

Point Pfe_i has reference on global coordinates. Then, the estimated pose with
reference on global coordinates is:

xk = xk-i + eos
Vk = J/fc-i + sin (

fc_i) Axqk - sin (0fc-i) Ay
_!) Axqk + eos (0fc

qk (C.2)

To obtain the covariance of Pk the Jacobian for this system is used [Smith 86].
The Jacobian is the first derivate of the aforementioned formulae respecting to Pk-\
and Aqk. it is given by

J =
1 0 yk-i-yk cos(6>fe_i)
0 1 xk-xk-i sin(0fc_!)
0 0 1 0

-sin(6'fc_1) 0
cos(0fc_i) O

0 1
(C.3)

and the covariance can be obtained as:

cov (Pk) =
cov (Pfc_i) 0

0 cov (Aqk)
JT (C.4)
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Appendix D

Rotation Matrix of Three
Independent, Orthogonal Errors

In the specific case that the covariance matrix has full rank (in our case equal to 3)
an hypothesis is made in order to represent this error vector £pt_1, as composed by
three different independent, zero mean, Gaussian and orthogonal errors 7X, 72 and 73
transformed by the multiplication of matrix Q, which is interpreted as a kind of a
YPR rotation over the x, y, 9 axes.

- 2 / f c - l = R (x, <p) R {y, u) R (6, v) e< = Q7 =
' A

D
G

B
E
H

C
F
I

7 =
7i
72
73

7 (D.l)

(D.2)

The resultant equations after the rotations are:

£xfc_! = eos (u) eos (v) 7x — eos (u>) sin (v) 72 + sin (u) 73
£yk-i = ( s i n {p) s i n (^) c o s (u) + c o s (P) s i n (v)) 7i
+ (cos (p) cos (v) — sin (p) sin (u>) sin (1;)) 72 — sin (p) cos (CJ) 73
£6»fc_! = (— eos (p) sin (u>) cos (u) + sin (p) sin (u)) 71
+ (sin (p) cos (v) + cos (p) sin (u) sin (f)) 72 + cos (p) cos (a;) 73

Consequently, the terms of Q are:

(D.3)
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A = eos (LO) eos (v)
B = — eos (UJ) sin (v)
C = sin (u>)
D — sin (p) sin (u>) eos (v) + eos (p) sin (t»)
E = eos (/?) eos (v) — sin (p) sin (UJ) sin (ti) (D.4)
F = — sin (p) eos (w)
G = — eos (p) sin (a;) eos (v) + sin (p) sin (v)
H = sin (p) eos (v) + eos (p) sin (CJ) sin (t>)
/ = eos (p) eos (a>)



Appendix E

Point to Point Control

In this research a trajectory is a set of predefined points. Trajectory following implies
that the vehicle's systems must be controlled in order to minimize the error between
the vehicle's position, and a predefined trajectory. Since there is no continuous
trajectory in this research, a continuous path is obtained through the unión of line
segments formed by consecutive points of the defined set.

Due to low velocities the vehicle would use, the puré pursuit algorithm is proposed.
Puré pursuit tracks the path by repeatedly fitting circular ares to different goal points
on the path as the vehicle move forward [Ollero 95].

Figure E.l is an example of how the algorithm works, when the vehicle in point
Pc and orientation 9 is traveling from the segment formed by point P¿ and P¿+i. The
variables represented in the figure are:

Pf. Previous trajectory goal position point (already achieved).

Pi+\'. Actual trajectory goal position point.

Pc: Actual vehicle position.

C: Center of the circumference described by the vehicle.

R: Radium of the circumference described by the vehicle.

dp: Line representing the defined distance by the puré pursuit algorithm.

Pd'. Point of intersection between the line formed by P¿ and Pi+i and line dp, from Pc

toPd.

xdp-> VdP' Catheti of the right-angled triangle formed by segments x¿p, yap and dp.
Segment y¿p is parallel to the line formed by C and Pc.

Basically, the algorithm correets its steering angle depending on the difference of
9 and the angle of line dp. The magnitude of the correction is inversely proportional
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C ^ / '

Figure E.l: Puré pursuit straight path tracking: a line dp with predefined length
touches the path, so an are with radius R (dotted line) that crosses the point between
the path and dp is selected

to the magnitude of dp. Tuning tests of dp should be performed in order to obtain a
stable behavior.

Considering a local system attached to the vehicle, a path line (a straight line from
consecutive trajectory points F¿ and P¿+i) is defined. A radium R is needed to reach
the extremes of dp (points Pc and Pd),

R = dr + ydp

x%
(E.l)
(E.2)

(E.3)

The puré pursuit algorithm is a proportional control that grows according to the

including E.l in E.2, and after several manipulations,

R2 = (R - ydpf + x%
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lateral error ydp. The proportional constant varies according to dp.

Now remembering that,

R = — (E.4)
tan0

we obtain,

R = -J— = (E.5)

so, (f> is obtained by,

In order to perform a circle with the radium R we wanted, </> is the valué to modify.
To find (f) from the previous equation, since dp and L are defined valúes, the valué of
interest is ydp, to obtain this valué, the following steps are performed (also, see Figure
E.2):

1. A Une between points P¿ and Pi+i is obtained. The algebraic equation of the Une
is,

atx + biy + ci = 0 (E.7)

which is obtained with the formula of the Une between two points.

2. Distance Xj is obtained through the point to Une distance formula, from the Une
previously mentioned and vehicle point Pc, Xj is the perpendicular distance of Pc

to the Une afore mentioned,

3. If\xj\ < dp, point Pd is obtained using the Une equation of step one and the
circle equation, with radium dp.

atxd + biyd + a = 0 (xd - xcf + (yd - ycf = dp2 (E.9)

4. Finally, a transformation of the the difference between Pd and Pc from the
system's base coordinates into the vehicle's coordinates (XV,YV) is performed,
through a rotation of (—9),

(xr,yr) = Pd-Pc

y'r = VdP = {xd - xc) sin (-9) + (yd - yc) eos (-9)

Vdp = (Vd - Ve) eos 9 — (xd- xc) sin 9

Vdp — Vr eos 9 — xr sin 9 (E.10)
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. , 8

(a) Line between P¿ and P,+i (b) Getting point Pv

(c) Getting point Pd (d) Differences between P,j and P c , a;r and yr

(e) Obtaining x¿p and (f) Finally, obtaining <j> and R

Figure E.2: Process of the puré pursuit algorithm to obtain an angle 0 to control the
vehicle over a trajectory.
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With ydp, <f> is easily obtained using E.6.
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Appendix F

Formulae Deduction of the
Probability Approach

As stated in Chapter 5 the joint probability function of two normal distributions
Prod (P¡) and PrGPS (p/) is:

H -
Pr(P/) =

e X P 2 I pf __pGPS
cov

Cavf~GPS

Cav°k
d-GPS

cov [PGPS]

- i
P>f pod

k k

pf _ pGPS

\

cov
Cov°tGPS

Cov°k
d~GPS

cov [PGPS]

where,
(F.l)

(F.2)

In order to express (F.l) as the product of two normal distributions, a transfor-
mation of the covariance matrix of equation (F.l) in a diagonal matrix [Pozo-Ruz 00],
using Cholesky decomposition, is performed. Substituting this diagonal matrix in the
equation allows to obtain a joint probability function as the product of two normal
distributions:

e x P " a

pf podrk - fh cov
- i

k 1 k 0 cov [P fc
cps]

of _ pod
k rk

(27T)2
COV 0

0 COV [P f e
G P 5 ]

Wíhere P^d and cov
(F.3)

are obtained using the formulae of conditional probability:
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pod = pod + Cov°k
d-GPScoY [PGPS] 1 (P£d - PGPS)

1cov = cov - Covf-GPScov 1 (Cov°k
d-GPS)

(F.4)

where P%d is the point of odometry given there is GPS measurement. Now, to obtain
the máximum probability, we differentiate with respect to P[ and equal to zero the
result.

Replacing,

1 ( Pl-Pf V cov
o pf pGPS

and deriving,

remembering that,

the result is,

dPÍ

0

cov [PGPS]

exp(Ai)

- 1

H -
- p?PS

o?ex

dx

exp(Ai)

\

thus, the derivate of A\ must be zero.

Separating A\ into two terms,

cov [p°k
d] 0

0 cov

= 0

(F.5)

(F.6)

(F.7)

(F.8)

B2

P°k
d

(F.9)

(F.10)
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— _ I (pf _ pGPS\T
 r n v \pGPS] l (pf _ pGPS\ (V '\'\)

— o \ A* A* / *-̂  v I A* I \ A * A* / \ /

Both Si and B2 are derived using the following formula, [Petersen 06]:

d [(Ax + b)T C (Dx + e)] ((Ax + b)T CD + (Dx + e)T CTA) dx
dx dx

Using this formula on B2 of equation (F.ll),

b = e = -PGPS (F-14)

C = cov[P f e
G P S ]^

Considering the GPS covariance matrix is symmetric,

cov [ P ^ T 1 = (cov [PkPS}~l)T (F.16)
the result is:

- -\ ({PÍ - prs)T2cov [p^y1) = - {PÍ - prs)Tcov [ P - T 1

(F.17)

For the case of Bi of equation (F.10), P¿ - Pj? must be obtained first,

H ~ Pf = H - (Pf + Cov?~GPScov [P?PS] ~" {Pl - Pfc
GPS))

= Pl ~ Pf ~ Covf-GPScov [ P f P S ] " ' Pl + Cov°k
d-Gpscov [PGPS]"' PG

= ( i - Covf-GPScov [PGPS] ~^ P[ - Pf + Covf-GPScov [PGPS] ~l P

= MP¡ - P? + Cov°k
d-Gpscov [PGPS]"' PGPS

= MP¡ + P^ps - Pf - PGPS + Cov°k
d-GPScov [PGPS] ~' PGPS

= MP¿ + PGPS - P°k
d -(l- Cov°k

d~GPScov [PGPS]"') PGPS

= MP¡ + PGPS - P°k
d - MPfc

GPS

PS

,GPS
fe
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where,

M = I - Cov°k
d-GPScov [P°PS] ^ (F.19)

Q = pGPS _ pod _ MpGPS ( p 2 Q )

Bi is,

Bx = -\ ((MP/ + Q)Tcov [P?]-1 (MP/ + Q)) (F.21)

deriving using F.13,

C = cov [Pfc
od]

>d]~*M + (MP/ + Q) T (COV

= - i ( ( M P / + Q) T (COV [Pfc
od¡~* + (

= -\ (jMP¡ + Q) COV

considering symmetrical matrices,

cov [ T f ) ) )
(F.22)

cov [ ^ T (f
cov[pod] [Po d]T[pfc

od] = cov[P f c
o d]T (F.23)

reducing terms,

= - ^ ( Í M P / + Q) 2COVL „ J y

-fP/ + Q)T cov [P^] - 1 M ] (F.24)

adding up F.17 and F.24
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dAx dBi , dB,

dP¡ dPl dP[

* + Q ) c o v

+ (Plf MTcov [P?YlM

-(PG P S)TMTcov[p f c
O ( i]"1M

1 + M T c o v

[Pfc
GPs]"' + QTcov

= -((P/)T(N))-(S) (F-25)

where,

N = cov [PGPS] -1 + MTcov [Pf\-1 M (F.26)

S = - (P f c
G P 5)T cov [ P G P 5 ] ~ l + QTcov [P°k

d] ~L M (F.27)

developing further the S terna:

S = - ( p G P S ) r c o v [ P G P S ] ~ 1 + (P f c
G P S-P f e

o d-MPG P S)Tcov[P f c
o d]"1M

-i

) T N + ( P G P S - Pfe
od)T cov [Pfe

od]"' M
T N - ((Pfc

GP5)T - (P?)T) N + {PkPS - Pff cov \Pf\ ~X M

= -(p fe
od)TN-(PGPS-P fe

od)T(N-cov[p fe
od]"1M) (F.28)

equalizing to zero,

= _ í(P/)T
 N _ ( p ^ T

 N - (P G P S - P°k
d) (N - cov [Pfc

od]" M j j = 0
(F.29)
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manipulating variables,

O = ( p / f N - (P°k
d)T N - (PGP5 - P°k

d)T (N - cov [P°k
d]

(p/)T N = + (P£d)T N + (PGPS - P^f ( N - cov [Pf] ~l )
T = (Ptf + {P°PS ^ ) T (i cov [ P - ] " M N - ) ( R 3 0 )

(

{Pl)T = (Ptf + {Pk°
PS - ^ ) T (i - cov [ P - ] " M N -

I - (N-1)7 M r (cov [Ffc
od] -1) J (P£PS - P£

This equation follows the structure,

P[ = Pf + G (P?138 - P°k
d) (F.31)

where G is,

G = í'l

( p

- ( (cov [Pfe
GPS]"' + Mrcov [Pfe

od]-1M) " ^ MT (cov [P°k
d]

T •

cov \JfZ' "I + MTcov \P°d] '"M.) I M T (cov \Pk
Jl

- ((cov + MT (cov [Pfc
od] ^ M ] M T (cov [Pfc

od] *Y

(F.32)

Finally obtaining,

G = I - (cov [Pk
ps]~2 + MTcov [Pf\~X M) Mrcov [Pf\^ (F.33)

G is considered a gain factor.

However, since G is a weighting factor, it must be a valué between 0 and I . The
critical valué in this expression is the cross-covariance between sensors Covk

d~GPS.
Thus, we are going to find the valúes of cov£d~GPS in which G is I and 0. For the first
case:

G = I (F.34)

/ ! ! \ - l r i - l

I = I - cov PPPS + M rcov P?d M MTcov Pi°d

r i i x-1 i (F-35)
0 = (cov [Pfc

GP5] + MTcov [Pfe
od] M) M r cov r
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To obtain 0, one of the three terms (both inverse matrices an MT) must be 0. The
inverse matrices could not be 0, thus, the critical term is MT,

MT = (i - Cov°k
d-GPScov [Pr3]'1)1 = 0

I - Cov?-GPScov [pfe
GPS] ' - O

Now, for the case G = 0,

Covf ~GPS = cov [PG P S]

G-0

G = I - (cov [ P G P S ] ~ l + MTcov [Pfe
od]"X M\ * M T C O V [pfe

od]"X

0 = 1 - ícov [P f c
G P S ]^ + MTcov [Pfe

od]~ lM\ M T C O V [Pfe
od]~X

I = (cov [Pfe
GPS] ~* + MTcov [Pfc

od] ~X M ) ~* MTcov [Pfc
od] ~' (F.37)

multiplying both sides of the equation by í cov [Pf^"5] + MTcov [P^l M j ,

cov[PG F 5] +MTcov[Pfc
od] M = M rcov [Pfc

od] (F.38)

regrouping terms,

cov [Pfc
GPS] ~X + M r c o v [Pfc

od]-1 (M - I) = 0 (F.39)

developing (M — I),

cov [Pfc
GPS] X + MTcov [Pfe

od] 1 (i - Cov°k
d-GPScov [PGPS] ' - i ) = 0

PSY1 +M T cov [ff]'1 (-Cov°k
d-GPScov [Pfc

GP5]"X) = 0

cov [P G P S ] ~X = MTcov [Pfe
od]"' ( C o < - G P S c o v [P G P S ] "^ (F.40)

cov

multiplying both sides of the equation by, í Covk*
i~GPScov [PGP51

[PGPS]"' (Co^d-Gpscov [PGPS]"') "' = MTcov

developing (co^-GPScov [if ^

)

cov
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cov [PGPS]~* cov [PGPS] (Cov°k
d-GPsyl = MTcov

(Cov°k
d-GPS) ~l = MTcov [i™*]~* (F.42)

multiplying both sides of the equation by cov íi^H an developing this term,

(Cov0^^)'1 (cov [Pfe
od] - Cov°tGPS cov [ P ^ 5 ] " 1 {Cov°k

d-GPS)T^ =

(Cov°k
d~GPSY cov\Pf]-cov\PlGPS}~1 (Covld'GPsS) = M T (F.43)

V / L I I I V /

adding and subtracting I and regrouping,

(Cov°k
d-GPS) ' cov [Pfe

od] - I + I - cov [P G P 5 ] ' (Cov°k
d~GPS)T = MT

(Cov°k
d-GPS) ~X cov L F H - I + M r = M T

V K ) L K J

Thus, the valué of Covf'GPS needs to be lower than cov [Pfc
od] and cov [PGPS] to

work properly.

Note that if Cov°k
d-GPS = 0 ,

G = cov [Pf\ (cov [Pfc
od] + cov [PGPS]) ~X (F.45)

where G will tend to 0 or I depending if cov [P£d| is smaller or larger than cov ÍP

To valídate the previous affirmations the following experiment was done. Using
the formula F.33 the valué of G was obtained varying the valué of Covk

xi~GPS. For
the sake of simplicity, the matrices used in this exercise were of order 1. Three cases
were considered: when cov P£d is greater, smaller and equal than cov \PGPS .

Figure F.l shows the results, in F.l(a) and F.l(b) the valué of G remains between
0 and 1 while Cov°k

d~GPS is smaller than both valúes cov [Pfe
GPS] and cov [P£d], after

that G starts to diverge. A special case is when both sensor covariances are equal, in
this case, the valué of G remains stable and without change.
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(a) cov [Pfc
GPS] = 2 and cov [Pfc

od] = 1

(b) cov [Pfc
GPS] - 1 and cov [Pgd] = 2

(c) cov [Pfc
GPS] = 2 and cov [P£d} = 2

Figure F . l : Behaviour of G in diíferent cases, the abscissa axis is the valué of

Cov*jf~ , while the ordinate axis is G .
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Appendix G

Compass Analysis and
Compensation

A compass is a navigation instrument used to find orientations on the earth. It
measures the angle between the compass axis and the earth magnetic field. Figure
G.l(a) shows describes this measurement. The compass used on this research is the
vector 2x (©PNI Corp), and it gives either orientation angle or X, Y raw magnetic
measurements.

Given an initial pose (xo,yo,9o) with respect to a global coordínate system of a
vehicle with a compass, in order to obtain the orientation in any moment, the angle
offset P is obtained,

P = eo + Po (G.i)
where Q$ and po are the initial orientation of the vehicle and the initial compass mea-
surement, respectively. Thus, once obtained the offset angle, the orientation angle at
time i is,

OÍ = P-PÍ (G.2)

as described in Figure G.l(b).

However, the compass measurements are commonly perturbed by iron and steel in
the structure and equipment of the vehicle and the compass itself, as seen in Figure
G.l(c), leading to erroneous measurements. To correct these errors, a calibration
technique must be used.

One possible calibration technique consists on taking two compass raw mea-
surements separated by 180° and add them up. The result is the measurement
perturbation. This calibration is provided by the used compass, however the calibra-
tion process is difficult in practice.

149
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A method is proposed such that if uncalibrated orientation data is provided,
the calibration process can be obtained by the following formulae. Figure G.l(d) is
provided to help the formulae derivation. The tangent of the compass measurement,
from the vehicle's point of view is:

sin (p) = Fi sin (/? - 9) + F2 sin (a)
( ) F (/? 9) + F () { ' '

sin (p) = Fi sin (/? 9) + F2 sin (a)
cos(p) Fi eos (/? - 9) + F2 eos (a)

where:

F\\ Earth's magnetic field magnitude.

F2: Perturbation's magnetic field magnitude.

a: Orientation angle of the perturbation from the vehicle's local system of coordinates.

9: Orientation angle of the vehicle from the global frame of coordinates.

/?: Offset angle previously mentioned.

p: Compass angle measurement.

e: Orientation error.

F\ and F2 are not known. The next step is to normalize F\,

sin sin (p-9) + t<í¡Fx sin (a)

eos (p) eos (p - 9) + Fz/Fi eos (a)

_ sin (P - 9) + G2 sin (a)

eos (P — 6) + G2 eos (a)

where

(G.4)

G2 = /racF2Fi (G.5)

G<i is a scalar valué which relates the magnitudes of the earth's magnetic field and the
compass' perturbation.

6 is obtained simplifying the afore mentioned equation,

sin (p) _ sin ((3 — 6) + G2 sin (a)
eos (p) eos (P — 9) + G2 eos (a)

sin (p) (eos (/?- 9) + G2 eos (a)) = cos(p) (sin(/? - ^) + G2sin(a)) (G.6)

developing the terms,
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sin (p) eos (/3-9) + G2 sin (p) eos (a) = eos (p) sin (/3 - 6) + G2 eos (p) sin (c(p.7)

regrouping the terms containing G<¿ at one side of the equation,

sin (p) eos ((3-9)- eos (p) sin ((3-9) = G2 sin (a) eos (p) - G2 eos (a) sin (p)
sin(p-/3 + 0) = G2 (sin (a) eos (p) - cos(a)sin(p))(G.8)

using trigonometric identities,

sin ( p - 0 + 0) = G 2 s in(a-p) (G.9)

Finally, 9 is obtained by,

p — (3 + 9 — aresin (G2 sin (a — p))
9 = - p + 0 + arcsin(G2sin(a-p)) (

For time i the equation is:

9i = -pi + (3 + aresin (G2 sin (a - p¿)) (G.ll)

G2, a and 0 are obtained using several measurements with known p¿ and 9i using an
optimization solver.

To exemplify this, real data used in the experiments of Chapter 6 are calibrated
in Table G.l. A rectangular trajectory was performed and compass data of the
rectangle's four sides were obtained and averaged (Table G.l first column) obtaining
uncalibrated data considering 90 = 0°, shown in the second column. This uncalibrated
data is compared against real data (third column). The table shows uncalibrated data
has an error (fourth column) up to 5.6°.

After calibration process, valúes of (3, G2 and a are obtained. Table G.l fifth and
sixth columns shows calibrated data and its error, respectively. The error of calibrated
data is smaller than Io in all the cases.
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Table G.l: Uncalibrated versus calibrated compass measurements. The second column
shows uncalibrated 6 using (3 = —71.892°. Obtained calibration valúes were ¡3 =
-72.986°, a = -53.275° and G2 = 0.1005, were used in the last two columns.

Compass
valúes Pi (°)

288.108
203.234
104.270
12.440

Uncalibrated

M°)
0

84.873
-176.162
-84.332

Real 6i (°)
0

90
-180
-90

Perturbation
error e¿ (°)

0
-5.126
3.837
5.667

Calibrated

0i(°)

0.744
89.388

-179.457
-90.683

Calibration
error (°)

0.744
-0.611
0.542
-0.683

y \

(a) Orientation angle p obtained by a
compass without perturbation

(b) Angle 0 from a global frame with-
out compass perturbations, in this spe-
cific case 6 = 60

(c) Error e by measurement perturbations (d) Compensation using F2 and a

Figure G.l: Compensation of compass measurements.
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